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For a segment of elderly Singaporean Malays who find growing old in 
Singapore costly, shifting to kampungs in Johor, Malaysia to retire is a viable 
solution, considering the low cost of living, accessible modern facilities, 
relatively developed infrastructure as well as its geographical proximity 
which allows for occasional return to Singapore. Some questions then 
emerge out of this practice. Firstly, what is the kind of lifestyle that elderly, 
retired Singaporean Malays have to contend with in choosing to live in such 
settings? What kind of support do they receive as migrants living in Johor? 
How do elderly Singaporean Malays secure emotional companionship and 
physical care where they reside far from their children in Singapore? The 
author embarks on a year-long ethnographic research in a particular 
Kampung Makmur, located in Johor to capture the dynamics of retirement 
migration for this particular group of elderly. In attempting to address these 
questions, the research managed to elucidate several aspects of retirement 
migration – the workings of the migrant network, the everyday life and 
practice of  migrants to secure elder care as well as gender and political 
dimensions of migrant integration. Extending on the idea of social capital 
and social ties by Robert Putnam and Mark Granovetter respectively to 
analyze the kampung setting, this research forwards the idea of ‘social 
capital projects’ as undertaken by the elderly retirees to secure emotional 
and physical care in the kampung. In the process of undertaking such 
projects, the elderly Singaporeans inadvertently manages to participate in a 
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Semangat – Spirit or in the context of this study, kampung spirit which 
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This research started with an innocuous question posed to an elderly 
Malay Singaporean couple I had known for years - why do you want to live 
here? This question would have seemed rather uninspiring if not for the 
location in which it was asked, a certain Kampung Makmur across the 
Singapore border. You see, the couple was among eight or so other elderly 
retirees, all Malay, who had left Singapore to retire in that particular 
kampung situated in Johor’s urban sprawl. I started going around to ask the 
other Singaporean elderly for their opinions. The consequent outpour 
coalesced to form a rich narrative which greatly piqued my interest in 
retirement migration. Low cost of living, idyllic setting, the friendly 
neighbours and the wide personal spaces; there are some things you just 
cannot get for the same kind of money back in Singapore. Having spent 
some time in the kampung, I understood what they meant. I had some 
concerns however, especially after looking at how my frail octogenarian 
hosts sometimes struggle to even open the gate. A large house with a 
garden compound might seem like an excellent idea while one is still 
physically capable. But what happens when their health deteriorates due to 
old age? How do the elderly couples care for themselves? Do they get any 
form of help around here? Is the help organized? Do their children back in 
Singapore visit them often? And returning to the primary question, why do 
they want to live here? Hence began my year-long endeavor dedicated to 
understanding the practice of retirement migration in Kampung Makmur. 
This study therefore seeks to document how a group of retired 
Singaporean Malays who have decided to migrate to a particular kampung  
in Johor, Malaysia secure sustained emotional as well as physical transfers in 
their elderly years. I believe this question to be especially pertinent 
considering how traditional modes of child parent transfers, especially the 
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aforementioned ones, usually operate on the basis of geographical 
proximity. I take up Portes & Dewind’s (2004) challenge to adopt a more 
holistic approach to examining migration, basing my intellectual exploration 
on suggested key issues such as the motivations for migration, the 
strategies for migrant integration and the impact of migration on the 
receiving society. 
Approximately one year of ethnographic research in Johor yielded layers 
of data which detail the strategies undertaken by the elderly Malay retirees. 
I found the aforementioned issues to be inextricably linked with each other. 
In order to disentangle the messy linkages between these themes and 
organize the data, I decided to apply and extend the idea of social capital 
and ties as explained by Robert Putnam (2000) and Mark Granovetter 
(1973) onto the research. I posit that the modus operandi for achieving 
physical and emotional transfers in the kampung is mainly through the 
execution of social capital projects, an activity of cultivating both strong and 
weak ties in order to be able to tap onto the resultant social capital as a 
resource during old age. The usage of ‘project’ here also underlines my 
intention to highlight the elderly migrants as active agents in the context of 
the kampung community despite their advanced age. There is a gender 
dimension to social capital projects, due to the unique configuration of 
kampung spaces and politics which limit the Singaporean men’s ability to 
fully participate in its masculine domains. Social capital projects are 
therefore largely the province of the woman elderly migrant. I also found 
that social capital projects converge rather neatly with feelings of nostalgia 
and the desire for a communal lifestyle which may have motivated the Malay 
retirees to migrate to Kampung Makmur . Retiring in the kampung therefore 
concretizes these desires which would otherwise be unrealizable in the 
Singapore context. Social capital projects also overlap with the process of 
migrant integration in the new community, an absolute necessity despite the 
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migrants sharing similar cultural traits with the receiving community. But 
before we move into the details of retirement in Johor, it is pertinent that we 
survey the state of being elderly in Singapore in order to contextualize the 
rationalizations for migration. 
 
1.2 Saving For Retirement and The CPF 
The Central Provident Funds (henceforth referred to as CPF) system in 
Singapore was introduced in 1955, as a form of compulsory savings system 
for retirement (Teo et al. 2006). Singapore citizens and permanent residents 
are eligible to be covered under the CPF scheme. It comprises of three 
accounts – ordinary, medisave and special accounts. Contributions to these 
accounts vary proportionately, coming from the individual’s monthly salary 
as well as employer’s contribution. The bulk of CPF contributions are 
channeled into the ordinary account, which can be used to purchase 
property, CPF approved investments and insurance, to pay for children’s 
tertiary education and to top up spouse’s or elderly parent’s CPF. The 
medisave account is to be used for hospitalization and medical expenses, as 
well as to purchase approved medical insurance. Savings in the special 
account is used for old age and retirement related financial products. An 
individual would be able to withdraw a portion of their CPF savings upon 
reaching 55 provided they have a combined minimum sum of $139,000 set 
aside for retirement1. Even if they do not meet the minimum required sum, 
all elderly citizens and retirees will still be covered under the CPF LIFE 
                                               
1
 This minimum sum scheme was introduced in 2003 and it began as 
$80,000. It has slowly increased and as of 1 July 2012, the minimum sum is 
$139,000. Whatever the accumulated amount, it will be disbursed to the 
elderly individual on a monthly basis upon retirement. Logically, the more 
one accumulates based on their salary while working, the more they will 
receive during retirement.  
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scheme, where they will be given a monthly handout calculated based on 
whatever savings they have (although they must have at least $40,000 in 
their account). Studies have also shown that the CPF is inadequate for a 
large proportion of society, specifically the middle to lower income group 
who would have used their CPF to finance extravagantly priced ‘public 
housing’ (see Asher & Shantakumar 1996; Adae-Dappah & Wong 2001 for 
detailed analysis of CPF), medical expenses and the increasing cost of 
university education for their children. Their situation becomes exacerbated 
when we consider the housewife who would have accumulated little in the 
CPF account, hence having to depend on the husband’s CPF payout or 
children’s support during old age. 
Despite having imposed a compulsory savings scheme, the state, 
through its various policies and legal framework (the institution of the 
Maintenance of Parents Act), continues to maintain that the family be an 
important provider of care for the elderly (Chan et al. 2003). The discourse 
of the family in Singapore transmits the ideal of a self-sufficient unit which is 
premised on the idea of filial piety. Having worked hard to raise their 
children, it is expected that the elderly will be cared for by their adult 
children in the later stages of their lives. Where necessary, the elderly would 
also aid in caring for their grandchildren (Mehta 1999; Teo et al. 2006). This 
is especially common for dual income families who prefer to entrust their 
children to family members. The expectation is that while the elderly are still 
physically able, they would provide respite for younger couples by caring for 
their grandchildren in an extended family household. 
This is also usually the case for Malay families. The transfers between 
children and parents in the life course of a Malay individual have been 
documented by scholars (Blake 1992; Li 1989; Rudie 1994). Before I 
proceed to outline the typical life history of a Malay individual, it is 
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imperative that the term inter-generational transfer be clarified. 
Intergenerational transfer refers to the practice of providing for different 
aspects of care between an adult child and elderly parent. I would like to 
draw upon Mehta’s (1999) qualitative study in which she outlines the 
tangible and intangible aspects of intergenerational transfers elicited from 
focus group sessions with a representative sample of the elderly population 
in Singapore. These transfers comprise finances, food, shelter, clothes, 
household chores, physical care, child minding/looking after frail elderly, 
consultation/advice, prayers for well being, transmission of values and 
traditions and lastly religious teaching (Mehta, 1999:115). But while these 
descriptions are useful in portraying the richness of practices commonly 
understood as intergenerational transfers, I believe more concise analytical 
categories are required. I have therefore condensed the dimensions of 
intergenerational transfers as follows: 
 
1) Material transfers; monetary or any other form of material transfer 
between an adult child and elderly parents. 
2) Emotional transfers in the form of sustained kin relations through 
visits, communication including advice and prayers. 
3) Physical transfers in the form of physical assistance/attention from 
adult child to elderly parent or from elderly parent to grandchildren. 
4) Value transfers concerning tradition and religion which usually occur 
from elderly to children/grandchildren. 
 
The studies on intergenerational transfers and retirement briefly 
highlighted earlier(Chan et al. 2003; Asher & Shantakumar 1996; Adae-
Dappah & Wong 2001) were mostly concerned with the monetary aspects of 
transfer. While we should not discount the importance of financial stability 
for old age, studies of the Malay elderly point out that the emotional and 
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physical transfers take precedence (Blake 1992; Li 1989; Rudie 1994). Tania 
Li (1989) explains that the financial transfer is usually the least of elderly 
worries in a developed society such as in Singapore due to increased general 
level of affluence and also the presence of institutional apparatus to ensure a 
comfortable retirement. I do however find her claims to be rather simplistic. 
Quantitative studies by Lee (2001) revealed some interesting linkages 
between one’s ethnicity, elderly status and wages in Singapore. The study 
which followed the income progression of individuals from different ethnic 
groups as they grew older, showed that a Malay individual’s reduction in 
salary is larger than that of individuals from other ethnic groups (Lee 2001: 
170). The author expands further, claiming that the situation for a Malay 
elderly individual is made worse by discriminatory labour practices which 
lead to working elderly Malays aged 60 and above receiving the lowest 
income regardless of their educational background. The implications are 
multifold. For one, it debunks Li’s (1989) statement, pointing to a possibly 
higher than expected reliance on children for financial transfers. Second of 
all, it provides a compelling reason for retirement migration because living in 
Malaysia allows the retiree to stretch their retirement dollar. This would 
mean that they would be less likely to burden their children who would have 
to contend with mortgages and childcare expenses, with demands for 
financial maintenance. 
 
The next section will provide a backdrop of certain cultural 
expectations of a Malay elderly and how they are viewed by the Malay 
community in general. This is relevant to understanding the phenomenon of 
retirement migration in this study considering how the migrant destination 





1.3 Being a Malay Elderly 
Works such as Judith Djamour’s (1959) ‘Kinship and Marriage in 
Singapore’ describes in great detail the structure and practice of the typical 
Malay family in Singapore based on her field work in three areas around the 
island nation, staggered between 1949 and 1950. Djamour (1959) explains 
in her findings, the importance of the Malay extended kinship network which 
provides a safety net in the face of change or crisis such as divorce2 
(Djamour 1959:128). Although not explicitly examined by the author, I 
expect the same network to be involved in the care of elderly persons within 
the community. The importance of an extended family networks retain its 
relevance in more contemporary studies too. Tham’s (1993) statistical 
survey of the household structure of Malays in Singapore circa 1990 showed 
that although state policies have pushed for nuclear families, Malay families 
living in landed property and also 3,4 and 5 room flats tended to stick to the  
multigenerational form of family household. He explains that such patterns 
reflect "the desire or need to maintain the traditional family structure 
constituted of extended kin relations encompassing two or more 
generations" (Tham 1993:10). Having an extended family as a  resource is 
perceived as ideal for Malays and this is not at all surprising considering the 
expectations of the Malay individual based on Rudie’s (1994) life course 
analysis. Rudie (1994) utilizes the idea of ‘life projects’ in examining family 
relations and the flow of transfers between children and their parents at 
different stages of their lives. Although based in Kelantan, it is still provides 
relevant insights in examining the cultural practices for the Malays in 
Singapore. Traditionally, the life trajectory of a Malay individual can be 
                                               
2 In times of divorce for the Malay woman, the networks are automatically 
activated and provide practical as well as moral support. The practice of 
adoption was also quite common in the Singapore Malay communities then, 
with families letting their children be adopted with the express purpose of 
expanding networks and relations.  
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represented by the Individual Life Cycle framework (Rudie 1994). The 
Individual Life Cycle would commence with the age of preparation, where 
intense socialization occurs to prepare a child for adulthood. It would then 
proceed with the age of responsibility where one becomes an independent 
resource person who provides for dependents within a household and finally 
in old age, reverts back to being a dependant to adult children in the age of 
rest. Hence, the ideal life cycle of the Malay individual would be: 
 
“To be a good child to one’s parents, to marry, to have children, to see 
one’s children married, to see grandchildren and to face old age surrounded 
by a large family. “ (Rudie, 1994:256) 
 
This ideal typical life trajectory is echoed by Myrna Blake’s (1992) study 
on the experiences and cultural perceptions of ageing in the Singapore Malay 
community although she also pointed out several other important factors 
that shape a person’s life in old age – socio economic status,  the availability 
of formal and informal support in the form of family members  and 
neighbours, friends and community organizations. Naturally, high socio 
economic status in the form of retirement savings would ensure some form 
of security at old age. The presence of loved ones during old age on the 
other hand provides emotional security. Blake (1992) also highlighted the 
cultural perceptions of the elderly in the Malay community; an elderly couple 
is said to be well respected in the community and always welcomed by the 
families of their children who regard them as barakah or blessing for the 
household (Blake, 1992:44). This very aspect would feature quite 






In the following chapter I shall review existing studies on International 
Retirement Migration based in America, Europe and to a much smaller 
extent, Asia. I shall argue that while they have done well to explore the 
patterns and trends pertaining to the phenomenon, these studies stop short 
of examining retirement migration outside of formal arrangements and 
institutions. Consequently, this also led to a lack of focus on the practices of 
migrant integration, a lacuna I intend to fill. Chapter three will provide the 
contextual background of the retirement destination for this study on a 
macro level and then scale down to a more intimate setting that is the 
village where the research was conducted. This elaboration will allow the 
reader to situate the actions of the retired migrants within the circumstances 
described and hopefully appreciate the motivations and rationale behind the 
practices. I will then proceed to detail how the research was done in chapter 
four, stressing on the ethnographic aspect of this study which provides a 
deeper insight into the practices of retired migrants linked to the incidences 
of emotional and physical transfers. The methods chapter will also highlight 
the unique profiles of the informants in the study. Following this, I will 
present two sections of the data. The first in chapter five explains 
motivations and the workings of the migrant network in retirement 
migration, an aspect often overlooked in the literature. The second part of 
the data in chapter six is essentially a close scrutiny of the everyday lives of 
the informants in the kampung which elucidates how the emotional and 
physical transfers are accrued through social capital projects as I had 
presented in the preamble. I will then conclude the thesis by raising certain 
issues concerning the rationalization for retirement migration for the group 
of elderly with limited savings,  Singapore government’s perennial effort to 
bring the kampung back in Singapore and comment about the future of 
retirement migration for Singaporeans in Johor. 
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2.1 Literature Review 
In the previous chapter, I went through the state of being elderly in 
Singapore and clarified the idea of intergenerational transfers which work 
within the family. I also elaborated  on the ideal typical life course of a Malay 
individual, the cultural expectations of being a Malay elderly and how the 
Malay community perceives the elderly. The Malay elderly in Singapore can 
expect to retire comfortably with retirement savings or financial 
contributions from their children. Additionally, they would also prefer to be 
surrounded by family and friends during old age. The elderly are expected to 
care for their grandchildren if they have any. These aspects of growing old 
for the Malay individual fit well in the state’s discourse of the family, which 
emphasizes self-sufficiency based on the family unit. Recently,  this ideal 
trajectory seems to have been usurped by those who have embarked on late 
life projects such as retirement migration. These are usually based on 
tangible, utilitarian considerations or nostalgic reasons (Jones 2006:8). 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that for a segment of the Malay population in 
Singapore who find growing old to be costly, shifting to neighbouring Johor 
is a rational move, considering Singapore's strong currency (relative to the 
Malaysian Ringgit), the comparatively low cost of living in Malaysia and its 
convenient geographical location which allows for transborder pendulum 
lives3 (Toyota 2006). Yet the documentation of the reasons and ramifications 
for retiring in Malaysia remains surprisingly scarce. For those who managed 
to settle down, there arises the issue of migrant integration as well as the 
sustenance of intergenerational relations and transfers across borders. 
                                               
3 A Transborder Pendulum Lifestyle is when an individual shuttles between 
borders frequently. The reasons for such a movement vary. One example 




Chronologically, the literature covering the issue of international 
retirement migration began with  concerns over the socio-economic impact 
of migrants on the receiving and sending societies,  the motivations behind 
retirees’ decision to migrate and more recently, the transnational forms of 
being which encompasses questions of integration, identity construction, 
policies, eldercare as well as transnational householding. Where diversity is 
concerned though, the literature is fairly limited, focusing on American and 
European, middle to upper class retired couples or individuals who seek 
lifestyle changes in exotic destinations. Mika Toyota (2006), Robert Howard 
(2006) and Gavin Jones (2008), authors whose papers I will proceed to 
discuss, are about the only three scholars who have examined transborder 
retirement migration in the Asian context. Harper (2006) reminds us that 
while the west recorded more cases of retirement migration,  more attention 
should also be given to the Asian context given that it is the most rapidly 
ageing world region.  
 
2.2 An Exploratory Framework 
Gavin Jones’ (2008) exploratory essay on retirement migration in Asia 
addresses several crucial issues on the phenomenon, even providing a 
framework aimed at making sense of the retirees’ decision to migrate. Jones’ 
(2008) work centers around the utility function of the rational choice theory, 
looking at utilities and disutilities involved in the decision to migrate after 
retirement. He stresses that how these utilities and disutilities affect the 
retiree will depend on certain objective circumstances - socio economic 
status in the form of retirement funds, health, the extent of integration to 
the family, the perceived cost of migrating and finally, one’s ability to adapt 
to other cultures (Jones 2008:44). These will be expanded in the subsequent 
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paragraphs. He hypothesizes that those who would consider retirement 
migration would belong to the middle income group: 
 
“…those who have enough to live on, but who have to be careful with 
their money…who are most likely to be attracted by a move to a tropical 
environment where costs of living are considerably lower.” (ibid) 
 
Jones (2008) does raise an exception to this hypothesis. In Singapore 
for example, even if one comes from a lower income group, they would most 
likely own property which they can sell for a substantial amount of money 
and use for retirement overseas, as the case for the informants in my study. 
  
My Malay informants did not experience culture shock while attempting 
to integrate since they have moved to a location which is predominantly 
Malay. Jones (2008) highlights that integration might not even be necessary 
where there are migrant enclaves and accompanying institutions which 
would allow the retirees to live in conditions comparable to that of their 
home country. However, I would like to add that migrant integration is not 
always an option, especially in places steeped in communitarian beliefs and 
practices like the kampung in this study. Integration does have its 
advantages. For instance, it allows for access to the resources such as elder 
care in the community , a point that constitutes the backbone of my thesis. 
Such extra-institutional, informal arrangements render Jones’ (2008) 
concern on the sufficiency of elder care workers in retirement destinations to 
be less urgent for this study. 
 
Under the heading of ‘integration in the family’, Jones (2008) suggests 
that the strength of relationships between the elderly and their children 
might be another contributing factor to the decisions of prospective 
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migrants. The lesser the sense of emotional attachment to their children, the 
more likely the incidence of migration. I wasn’t able to ascertain this in my 
study, although I am inclined to agree with Jones (2008) that family 
dynamics back at home can be an important contributing factor to the 
decisions of the retired migrant. I do feel however, that this particular line of 
argument downplays the element of agency elderly retirees have in planning 
and strategizing their retirement to include adventurous projects, something 
that will be covered in the subsequent paragraphs. 
 
Lastly, a healthier retiree with a presumably healthy spouse is also 
more likely to migrate. This is very much the case for the retirees in my 
research. Jones (2008) also suggested that some elderly persons would 
want to retire in locations with cheaper medical services. This is also 
irrelevant in this study considering how my informants expressed a 
preference for medical services in Singapore especially when it came to 
major illnesses.  
 
  While his study forwards relevant questions in the study of 
retirement migration, it seems to have overlooked the importance of migrant 
networks in contributing to the decisions of retirees. Migrant networks, be it 
formal or informal, provides access, assistance and information on the 
retirement destination facilitating the process of migration and even the 
decision to migrate as I shall illustrate in chapter five.  
 
2.3 Patterns and Practice of Retirement Migration 
McHugh & Mings’ (1996) study typifies the aforementioned bias in 
retirement migration literature, although it provides an instructive reminder 
to the prospective researcher, of the need to capture the diverse mobility 
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patterns when studying retirement migrants. The example of  ‘pendulum’ 
movements was given by McHugh & Mings (1996:544) to illustrate the 
implications of constant travelling between localities regarded as home; 
one’s notion of home becomes geographically elastic and ranged, albeit 
within the confines of the United States. While the retired migrants in this 
study are very much settled in the kampung, they continue to maintain ties 
with their friends and family in Singapore, even returning for short stays 
occasionally. It would be interesting to examine if they too share flexible 
constructions of home as the case in the aforementioned study. I will also be 
looking at their life histories closely, especially considering that the elderly in 
the study have lived through the kampung era in Singapore prior to being 
relocated into apartments by the government beginning in the late 1960s. 
This experience might have affected what they perceive as home and maybe 
even motivated the retirees to migrate to Johor based on the idea of 
nostalgia as explained by (Chua 1994). 
The idea of continuous mobility is also shared by other researchers. 
Toyota (2006), Benson & O'Reilly (2009:610) as well as Howard (2006) for 
example, have contrasted pendulum mobility with ageing in place4, 
emphasizing instead on retirement migration as adventurous projects and an 
expression of identity and autonomy in ageing. For some retirees as 
Gustafson (2001) examined in the case of British migrants in Spain, the 
constant circulatory movement signifies life and health, hence the continuity 
of such practice remains indicative of an individual’s well-being (see also 
Benson & O’Reilly, 2009). Circulatory international migration also affords 
retirees the benefits of institutional amenities in other countries which may 
otherwise be exclusive to citizens (Dwyer 2001).  Such pendulum 
                                               
4 Ageing in place denotes the act of retiring and settling down in a single 
location. The place in question, would have been modified to accommodate 
the elderly inhabitants’ needs.   
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movements are of course contingent on several factors and the elderly 
retirees may even choose to abandon the pendulum lifestyle, particularly 
when faced with a decline in health, finances or the death of a spouse. 
Ultimately such conditions lead to the individual settling with their children 
(McHugh & Mings 1996). What I feel to be significant of such a pattern of 
mobility though is that it might have instigated the establishment institutions 
and organizations which possibly transcend state boundaries. These act to 
facilitate peripatetic migratory lifestyles. Innes (2008) for instance, 
highlights the role of the British Resident’s Association in Malta in setting up 
information channels and support for potential British retirees who intend to 
move to Malta upon retirement (see also Iglicka, 2001). The institutions do 
not have to be formal, as is often the case in the practices of illegal 
migration around the world which also depends on extensive migrant 
networks to facilitate movement (Boyd 1989). In the case of Singapore and 
Johor for instance, although there is the well-received Johor Singapore 
Comcare Association5, the informants in my study are wholly reliant on 
informal migrant networks to aid them with their migration. The reasons for 
this shall be divulged in the background chapter. 
Increasingly though, the phenomenon of retirement migration and the 
increased cross- border mobility of the elderly extends beyond processes to 
incorporate practice. Bozic (2006) highlights the high degree of interspersion 
of family members around the world which calls for a fundamental 
reconsideration of family relations. Where family literature traditionally 
assumes proximity, processes of economic globalization, technology and 
migration have radically altered the family form and function (Lunt 2009). In 
                                               
5 I base my evaluation here on the membership numbers for the association 
and the coverage it has received in the Singapore media. The organization is 
supported by the governments of both countries Essentially, they aspire to 
achieve what the British Resident’s Association have done, but for 
Singaporeans in Johor. 
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studies of retirement migration, elder care and eldercare strategies based on 
the extended household units have been known to operate on transnational 
levels. Toyota’s (2006) study on Japanese retirees in South East Asia is a 
case in point. It was found that many Japanese elderly are quite reluctant to 
impose care- giving duties on their daughters-in-law6, preferring instead to 
move to other Asian countries such as Thailand where there are relatively 
advanced services and infrastructure for the elderly.  In a similar vein, 
where direct physical transfers in the form of everyday care is impossible 
due to distance, Howard (2006) points out in the case of retired westerners 
in Thailand that healthcare support can be bought. The implication of such 
inflows of retired Japanese people in Thailand is quite clear; the Thai 
government welcomes the well-to-do retirees to spend time there and have 
in fact initiated certain policies to accommodate this inflow (Toyota 2006). In 
another study, Toyota and Xiang (2012) found that more drastic strategies 
of securing eldercare are sometimes adopted. It was documented that single 
Japanese men migrate to Thailand with the intention of finding  'local 
younger women as wives or companions who could take care of them at a 
later stage' (ibid:713).  Should this be applied to the case of Singaporean 
Malays then, the traditional conception of what Li (1989) regards as child to-
parent inter-generational transfers during old age is then reconstituted, as 
children remit monies to their parents in the migrant destination for them to 
finance healthcare. Johor has seen more world class medical centers develop 
(Khalik 2010). In fact the bridging of administrative processes between 
Singapore and Johor in the area of medical services have advanced 
considerably too, with Singaporeans now granted the option to utilize their 
                                               
6 Generally, the Malay elderly too do not impose caregiving duties on their 
children or explicitly demand care and money. But they do hope that their 
children would take care of them.  (Blake 1992) 
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medisave funds to pay for medical expenses incurred in selected hospitals in 
Johor7. 
Izuhara & Shibata’s (2002) study of Japanese retirees in Britain 
highlights that although distance affects opportunities for family support, it 
does not necessarily weaken support. ‘Intimacy at a distance’ (ibid:160) with 
family in Japan can be achieved due to shorter travelling times, discounted 
airfares, telephone calls, email and more recently, the use of free video call 
services such as Skype. While distance between Singapore and Johor isn’t as 
far as that between Japan and Britain, we might still have to consider 
whether elderly individuals are familiar with such technological 
advancements that can be used for communications. The availability of 
technology such as broadband internet for Skype and e-mail, as well as its 
cost-affordability in the retirement destination would also have to be 
factored in. The broadband infrastructure in my research site for instance, is 
virtually nonexistent although mobile phone networks work fine. 
Retirees who have migrated to the other side of a national border such as 
the case for this research, would find it relatively easier to maintain relations 
with their relatives and friends. Lunt (2009:249) points out that the children 
who live just across the borders ‘reappear’ regularly for visits or during 
strategic times for instance when their parents require medical attention. 
Such an option is less plausible in cases where retirees stay far away from 
their children. Distance however, can be subjective. Traffic at the border 
crossing (for Singapore and Johor at least) can be quite heavy during peak 
hours, making even short journeys long. For working adults intending to visit 
their parents at least, this can be quite a turn off. The elderly would 
therefore have to depend on the existing structures within the retirement 
                                               
7 Medisave could be used in 12 hospitals scattered across West Malaysia. 
These hospitals fall under the Parkway Holdings and Health Management 
International organizations which also operate in Singapore (Khalik 2010).  
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destination for assistance should they need any. Retired migrants may turn 
to the government of the migrant destination, formal associations, 
organizations and institutions that both attend to the elderly and migrant 
population. In the case of Malaysia, transnational or cross border institutions 
and organizations like the JSCA are unfortunately rather underdeveloped. 
The retired migrants might also wish to limit their interactions with the 
notoriously slow bureaucracy in Malaysia, preferring instead to turn to 
neighbours or informal institutions centered on the village organization. I 
imagine that this would depend on the extent of integration for the 
immigrant. Factors like cultural similarities and language have been 
documented to play important roles in allowing access to community level 
resources and building close friendships for the retired migrants (O’Reilly 
2005; Innes 2008). 
 
2.4 Integration for retired migrants 
Gustafson’s (2001) study of Swedish retired migrants highlights several 
types of transnational lifestyles which relate to migrant integration. 
Translocal normality alludes to the normalizing of the new locale based on 
the old; the example of Swedish retirees importing their Swedish lifestyles in 
their retirement locations without really trying to integrate or learn the 
Spanish culture was given. The retired migrants therefore settle in migrant 
enclaves, retaining extant notions of identity. Then there is multilocal 
adaptation where the retirees are just as attached to Spain as they are to 
their homeland Sweden but they make the effort to learn the language, 
culture and know the people. The routinized sojourners are retirees who only 
identify primarily with Sweden as their homeland and occasionally visit Spain 
for a change in weather, lifestyle and scenery. This category of people 
favour such exotic destinations but contend that they can live without it. 
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The need to integrate within new communities, I feel, is less of an issue 
where there is a well-established support network as in the case of 
Scandinavian associations for the retired migrants in Spain: 
“Although handbooks for Swedish migrants to Spain encourage retirees to 
learn Spanish and get acquainted with Spanish society, they also point out 
that migrants can in fact live their everyday lives largely within the 
Scandinavian communities.” (Gustafson 2001:374) 
The presence of formal organizations like above allow for migrant 
enclaves, which while providing a sense of familiarity also limits interaction 
with the local people as explained by O’Reilly’s (2005) government report on 
the integration of British retirees in Costa Del Sol, Spain. Where such 
retirement infrastructure is missing though, integration and the cultivation of 
an informal support network can be seen as an important step in ensuring a 
comfortable retirement. Unfortunately, informal support networks in the 
form of neighbours and friends do not come easily. A chapter describing 
institutional and community caregiving practices and policies in Singapore by 
Teo et. al (2006:101) highlighted a quote from an informant, who mentioned 
the need for a more spontaneous form of community support in Singapore  
through networks as he had experienced while living in Canada. The model 
of community there was mutual and reciprocal, where people helped each 
other in different capacities and forms. Such a resource is especially crucial 
for a retired migrant couple who may require help in day to day activities 
where kin/family networks cannot be depended on due to distance. 
While the available literature has conveniently framed issues of migrant 
eldercare within formal institutional settings and transnational householding 
(with the exception of Toyota and Xiang's (2012) single Japanese men 
mentioned earlier), little has been researched on the alternative strategies 
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that can be undertaken to secure retirement migration8. The implication is 
that examination of retirement migration becomes limited to visible 
practices, without a critical examination of what goes beyond motivations 
and mobility patterns. Building from this, I feel that it is important to focus 
on the strategies of retirement migrants in accruing care and support 
networks through informal practices. For one, it reorients the lens on 
retirement migration, painting the elderly as social actors actively involved in 
old age projects not just through the act of migration alone but also in the 
form of migrant integration. More importantly, in my study, this is the main 
way through which the elderly secures eldercare while living in the 
retirement destination. Because of the unique circumstances of the 
Singaporean informants, they are not able to turn to formal organizations or 
institutions for aid despite there being one. Instead, they have to depend on 
the informal organization based on cultivated networks of relationships in 









                                               
8  This is also one of the reasons why I have avoided a more extensive 
discussion of transnationalism. While I do acknowledge that it is a useful 
concept, I do feel that it often distracts from the practices of migrant 
integration within the new migrant locality, an important feature of this 
dissertation. However, a discussion on the challenge to the modern 
conception of ‘identities-borders-orders’ related to transnationalism as 
Vertovec (2004) described will surface in chapter five, albeit in a slightly 
different and unexpected way.     
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3.1 Transforming South Johor into Iskandar Malaysia. 
In the preceding chapters, I spoke briefly of the retirement 
destination, Johor. In Singapore at least, Johor is not only seen as 
underdeveloped but also unsafe. There have been various reports of 
Singaporeans being robbed and even kidnapped in the Malaysian state9. One 
wonders why some Singaporeans choose to retire or even live in Johor then. 
With the Johor government actively intervening however, perceptions have 
slowly changed. The ‘Iskandar Malaysia’ (henceforth called IM) project, 
conceived by the Malaysian state’s Sovereign Wealth Fund arm in 2005, has 
been developing quite steadily up to the end of 2012. Millions of ringgit have 
been pumped in to develop the infrastructure of the IM region10. Comprising 
5 sectors in the South Johor region11 (refer to Diagram 1), the project 
sought to diversify South Johor’s primarily agricultural and industrial 
economy to include high technology manufacturing as well as to establish 
                                               
9 The most high profile kidnapping incident involved Singaporean celebrity 
Rita Zahara on the 2nd of July 2012. She had left the car for a while, only to 
have robbers drive it off, along with her sister, children and maid. They then 
demanded that she pay a ransom to get her family back. Fortunately, the 
robbers let her family members go, taking off with her car and other 
valuables inside it.  
10 Johor’s roads have been upgraded to ameliorate the daily traffic jams, 
with the latest development being the Eastern Dispersal Link and the 
expansion of the Pasir Gudang highway which cost over a billion ringgit in 
total. (Bernama 2012; Akil 2012). Other infrastructural enhancements 
include the high speed telecommunications network, amenities such as malls 
and the improved public transport system have also been initiated by the 
Malaysian government with the purpose of making the IM region a vibrant 
and liveable space (Yusof 2012). In order to smoothen the staggering traffic 
volume between Singapore and Johor, the chief director of IRDA, Ismail 
Ibrahim, has announced plans to build a Rapid Transit System, which would 
be completed by 2018. This would link the two countries via a tunnel and 
alleviate the traffic bottlenecks caused by the existing causeways. 
11 The Western Gate Development near the Tuas 2nd Link, Nusajaya, Johor 
Bahru City Center near Woodlands, Eastern Gate Development near Pasir 
Gudang and Senai Skudai further up north near the airport  
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itself as a premiere medical and educational hub that would push Malaysia’s 
economy further12 (IRDA 2013). An impressive array of educational 
institutions made up of high profile brands in the global educational industry 
set up campuses in Iskandar Educity13. Singaporeans visiting IM for medical 
treatments will also encounter familiar names such as the Parkway Holdings 
which runs the Gleaneagles hospital in the Medini area and Health 
Management International group which runs the Regency Specialist Hospital 
located near the Johor Bahru city center (Khalik 2010). Additionally, the 
Singapore government has made it possible for Singaporeans to dip into 
their medisave accounts for treatments in these and up to 12 other hospitals 
in Malaysia14. The expansion of healthcare services in IM also covers 
eldercare facilities with China Healthcare Group, a company based in 
Singapore, opening a Medicare Center and Nursing Home located in Taman 
Perling near the Tuas causeway. The centre, slated for a 2013 opening will 
include facilities like on site medical clinics, physiotherapists, a rehabilitation 
center, traditional Chinese medicine and a wide range of recreational 
activities15 (Toh 2012). They promise significantly cheaper rates compared 
to similar facilities in Singapore. 
                                               
12 South Johor accounts for 60% of state’s GDP with services sector largest 
source of growth. The Johor economy is expected to grow at a rate of 
approximately 7-8% for at least 30 years (IRDA 2013).  
13 University of Southampton, Newcastle University Medicine Malaysia, the 
Netherlands Maritime Institute of Technology and the much vaunted 
Malborough College Malaysia. 
14 The 12 hospitals are: Regency Specialist Hospital JB, Mahkota Medical 
Center Malacca, Gleaneagles Intan Medical Center, Pantai hospitals in Kuala 
Lumpur, Cheras, Ampang, Klang, Ipoh, Ayer Keroh, Penang, Batu Pahat and 
Sungei Petani. The treatments are limited to day surgery or in-hospital 
admissions and the patients should have had been referred to by the 
hospital affiliates in Singapore.  
15 Khaw Boon Hwan, then Singapore’s health minister, also pointed out that 
such options would prove to be advantageous for middle income 
Singaporeans who are not qualified for subsidised care and would have to 
pay for these services out of their own pockets.   
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Diagram 1: Iskandar Malaysia Region 
 
 






3.2 Implications of IM development: Johor as an increasingly viable 
retirement destination? 
What then are the implications of the IM region’s rapid development 
and how can we relate this to the subject of this dissertation? For one, such 
improvements in infrastructure means that Singaporeans16 would be able to 
take advantage of IM’s increasing living and service standards at a fraction 
of the usual cost. Singaporeans’ confidence with regards to IM has probably 
increased with more Singaporeans and expatriates from Singapore buying 
homes in IM’s prime property locations such as Ledang Heights, Bukit Indah, 
Horizon Hills and the prestigious Leisure Farm resort17 (Navaratnarajah 
2012). The Johor Singapore Comcare Association18 (henceforth known as 
JSCA), an organization supported by the Malaysian and Singapore 
government explains that there are approximately 5,000 Singaporean 
families registered with them and living permanently in Johor 
(Navaratnarajah 2012)19. JSCA claims that a majority of them are middle 
aged couples who pass through the border on a daily basis to work and go to 
school while roughly 20% of those registered are elderly retirees. Channel 
News Asia documentary ‘Get Real’ also highlights the increasing number of 
                                               
16 Singaporeans accounted for 54% of tourist arrivals in Malaysia in 2011 
and this figure excludes Singapore’s expatriate community who frequent 
Johor Bahru (Abdullah 2012).  
17 Prices of homes range between RM500,000 (S$198,000) for a terrace 
house to RM1 million (S$397,800) for a semi-detached house. 
18 The JSCA is a transborder/transnational organization that is supported by 
both the Singapore and Malaysia government. It was founded in 2012 by a 
group of Singaporeans who live in Johor Bahru. Run by volunteers, the JSCA 
aims to provide services and information to Singaporeans who live or are 
planning to live in Johor. The JSCA also looks to establish networks with 
businesses in Malaysia in order to provide benefits for its registered 
members. 
19 The JSCA acknowledges through the interviews with the researcher that 




young Singaporean families, retired couples and even middle aged ‘pre-
retirees’ who look to secure houses in Johor for their retirement (Ser 2013).   
With the IM region morphing into a modern metropolis of considerable 
stature20, it should come as no surprise that Singaporeans, especially those 
from the middle income, would consider living or even retiring in Malaysia as 
suggested by Jones (20081). Such a phenomenon of cross border retirement 
migration is already occurring in Hong Kong, where some retirees, 
particularly those without adequate retirement protection plans, move to 
mainland China due to perceived cost advantages and a compatible 
environment21 (Chou 2007). The study also predicted the phenomenon to 
intensify as Hong Kong prepares to accommodate a swelling ageing 
population. Based on the patterns aforementioned, we can expect a similar 
trend of retirement migration to Johor in time to come. 
 
There is however a very significant consideration when examining the 
Johor retirement migration phenomenon – a foreigner can own a home in 
Johor and anywhere else in Malaysia provided it costs at least RM 500,000 
(approximately SGD$200,000 at the time of writing). This amount has been 
steadily increasing from RM 250,000 to the current rate and a few property 
agents I spoke to in Johor mentioned that the Malaysian government are 
                                               
20
 The implications of tourism and IRM on a particular locale have been examined by 
Zasada et al. (2010). The authors found that other than resulting in social and political 
changes such as through the formation of organizations and the establishment of 
policies to accomodate/reject migrants, the impact of IRM also extends to 
environmental change, especially when space earmarked for traditional forms of 
economic practice such as agriculture becomes marginalized through urban expansion. 
The same could not really be said for the case of the development of the IR region 
though, as the state held the intention of pulling retirees into Johor and other parts of 
Malaysia for that matter what with its elaborate 'Malaysia my second home program' 
and the extent of urbanization through infrastructural development. 
21 Although 6.7% the respondents in Chou’s (2007) study expressed interest 
in moving to mainland China to retire, they also stated that they would still 
return to Hong Kong for family visits and receive public health care services.  
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contemplating increasing the minimum property price for foreigners to RM 1 
million. The increase in minimum prices belies an economically driven motive 
on the part of the Malaysian government, where only those who would be 
able to contribute to the local economy via expenditure, capital or 
consumption would be welcome to stay22. 
The process of getting a home in Malaysia isn’t a cakewalk either. 
There is a plethora of legal – administrative documentation involved, along 
with various fees that one would incur in the process. As attractive as it may 
seem then, purchasing a house in Johor presents certain barriers that not all 
would be able to overcome. It is quite true that organizations such as the 
JSCA have established information portals and online support networks that 
would facilitate such a process. The online platform through which the JSCA 
primarily conducts itself however23, can be considered exclusive due to the 
simple fact that very few from the population of Singaporean elderly Malay 
retirees aged 60 and above have a good grasp of computers or the internet 
for that matter. For elderly retirees who are not able to negotiate the high 
tech barriers or fork out at least RM500,00024 to retire comfortably in Johor’s 
IM region, there are other ways through which this can be done. This is 
                                               
22 This rather instrumental approach to receiving migrants in Malaysia is also 
made clear when we examine the Malaysia My Second Home programme 
where foreigners intending to stay in Malaysia are required to deposit a 
substantial sum of money in the national bank; RM500,000 for individuals 
below 50 and RM150,000 for those above 50 according to the ‘Malaysia My 
second Home Webpage’.   
23 I had interviewed the secretary general of the JSCA to find out more about 
the organization, namely how it operates as well as its objectives. 
24 We have established through studies discussed earlier that a large 
proportion of the elderly would have almost depleted their retirement funds 
through other uses by the time they are of retirement age or perhaps, did 
not have more than required of the minimum sum for withdrawal. In most 
cases, the elderly couples or individual would have to downgrade their 
homes to smaller or rented apartments in order to squeeze some money out 
of the transaction that can be used for retirement.  
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where Kampung Makmur as an alternative retirement destination becomes 
the focus of this thesis. 
 
3.3 The ‘Kampung’ 
Before we move on to substantively describe Kampung Sri Makmur as 
an ethnographic site, I believe it to be imperative that the term kampung be 
unpacked to fully appreciate the discourses connected to it. The term 
kampung evokes a menagerie of images – the familiar wooden house, a well 
maintained garden, children running around the compound, friendly people 
and a close knit community. As a socially constructed term though, a 
thorough explication of the kampung should entail a sensitized 
understanding of the different physical and mental territories from which it 
was borne and utilized. What is interesting then, especially within the 
context of this research, is the different vocabularies employed by 
commentators both within and betwixt25 borders in framing the kampung. 
 
Commonly translated to English as village26, the kampung is often 
imagined as a rural and exotic community versus the urban cityscape. It is a 
space untouched by crass modernity. More often than not, the kampung, 
articulated and imagined as such, qualified as research sites for 
anthropologists although the recent post-structural turn has prompted 
researchers to reconsider the binary categories. Contemporary 
anthropological literature acknowledges that the expansive force of global 
capitalism has rendered such polar distinctions somewhat redundant (Metcalf 
                                               
25 My usage of the term betwixt mostly refers to the retired migrants who 
lead transborder pendulum lifestyles (Toyota, 2006) explained in the earlier 
chapters and are seen as belonging to neither spaces.     
26 For a more detailed explanation of what is lost in the English translation of 
the term ‘kampung’, refer to Eric Thompson’s (2000:24-5) discussion.  
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2002). Thompson’s (2000) study ‘In K.L. and kampung: Urbanism in rural 
Malaysia’ provides an instructive demonstration of such an antediluvian 
dichotomy. In his work, he presents the reader with an interesting narrative: 
 
“The kampung, for me, was located in the remote, rural reaches of a 
jungle-covered, tropical country.” (ibid:80) 
 
Thompson (2000) then goes on to explain that his preconceived notion 
of the kampung, like anyone else’s, was a mental image based on one’s 
interpretative work and reconstruction of various encountered discourses on 
the kampung. Unsurprisingly though, the reality often ‘falls short’ of the 
imagined. The kampung in his study, despite being ‘betul betul kampung’ 
(ibid:24)27, was very much intertwined with its antithesis, the city. I 
encountered these hyper rural imaginations of the kampung quite frequently 
in the course of my research. More than once, I was met with bewildered 
expressions upon explaining inquisitive Singaporeans of the dissonance 
between their imagination of the kampung and my field site. Far from being 
‘uncivilized’ or ‘rural’, Kampung Makmur lies in the middle of the IM region, 
enveloped by the wave of economic development which surrounds its 
immediate vicinity. Its situation corresponds with other observations of 
Malay kampungs in history which link them to trading cities (Reid 1980). 
Yet, amidst bustling transnational-global capitalist development, Kampung 
Makmur manages to carve a space and preserve a sense of gemeinschaft, a 
‘community...within which all kinds of ties and transactions occur’ (Ali 
1975:42). It is this aspect of the kampung that will drive the analysis in this 
dissertation. 
 
                                               
27 Translates directly to ‘really really kampung’ which means a kampung 
which is authentic in the eyes of the author.  
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3.4 Entering The Kampung 
The kampung as I shall endeavour to explain, can be examined 
through different lenses. I shall discuss two of the more relevant 
perspectives for examining the kampung in the context of this study. 
Shamsul A.B (1989;1991) points out that the kampung in Malaysia has to be 
historically located within Malaysia’s intensive post-independence 
developmentalist project. The rural development project which was pushed 
aggressively by the then nascent state was accompanied by unprecedented 
administrative implementations (in the form of village development 
committees) which permeated all levels of the kampung social organization 
(Shamsul 1989). His later study outlining formal organizations in the 
‘administrative village’ expanded the thesis, focusing on the increasingly 
politicized nature of the kampung administration and kampung space 
(Shamsul 1991). This politicization is evident in Kampung Makmur, where its 
ketua (village head) is a party member in United Malays National 
Organization, better known as UMNO. The level of political patronage in the 
kampung is very lucid too, with political figures such as the Johor State 
Minister Abdul Ghani and other district level politicians often seen 
fraternizing with the kampung folk in important events such as the annual 
Hari Raya meet. However, one would be mistaken in dismissing the 
kampung administration as mere proxies of the state administration. 
Shamsul (1991:14) acknowledge instances of autonomy where the kampung 
level administration would disagree with the district (also known as mukim) 
level administration, hence dispelling any notion of a totalizing structure. 
 
Thompson’s (2000) study went on to recalibrate the overemphasized 
focus on the ‘administrative village’, making a case for other articulations of 
the kampung embedded in alternative place making practices. Other than 
examining the formal structures and its members (civil servants, village 
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heads and members of the kampung organizing committee), Thompson 
(2000) covers the ground, collecting narratives from the kampung people in 
an effort to reconstruct and understand the meanings attributed to the 
kampung. I found this to be an extremely useful approach because of the 
dynamics present between the people of various origins situated within the 
kampung. The cognitive constructions of the kampung and the practices of 
the Singaporean retirees in Kampung Makmur are of particular interest 
because they allow me to establish patterns and perceptions that would aid 
in a better understanding of the rationale behind retirement migration and 
what it means to be a Singaporean retiree in a Malaysian kampung.   
 
3.5 Navigating Uneven Development: Kampung Makmur 
My journey to Kampung Makmur from home usually takes an average 
of three hours altogether. It begins with the train ride either to Kranji or 
Woodlands station, where I would have to alight and take a bus to 
Woodlands checkpoint complex. Upon reaching the checkpoint, one would 
have to alight again to have the passport scanned at the departure gate28. 
Foreigners would usually have to have their passports stamped because the 
passports are not biometric. I then resume the bus ride across the causeway 
which leads to the monolithic Sultan Iskandar Immigration Complex. There, 
it’s the turn of the Singaporeans, with the exception of those who own the 
MACS card29, to queue and have the passports stamped in the massive, 
                                               
28 Singapore passports are biometric so they don’t have to be stamped by an 
officer 
29 MACS or the Malaysia Automated Clearance System is for foreigners who 
commute across the Singapore –Malaysia border frequently. With the MACS, 
one is able to avoid the long queues because they don’t have to have their 
passport stamped. Commuters with MACS just have to scan their cards at a 
gantry in the complex.    
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glass paneled arrival hall30. I would then have to navigate my way through 
the labyrinth of shiny corridors that leads to the city center as well as the 
bus and taxi terminal. 
 
Kampung Makmur is located in the Plentong district, north east of the 
Johor city center. To get there, I can take the bus which would take another 
hour to reach the bus stop near Kampung Makmur and walk in through the 
dirt road which would take no more than 20 minutes. I could also take the 
taxi from the city centre which would be more expensive at RM21 (as 
opposed to RM2.70 for the bus) but depending on the traffic conditions, 
might be quicker. The trip to Kampung Makmur seems straightforward; on 
weekday afternoons, the process is pretty brisk. But in the mornings, nights, 
on the weekends and public holidays, the journey is excruciatingly long and 
exhausting31. At times, the traffic volume was so heavy that even the 
massive Sultan Iskandar complex was inundated with people. My bitter 
experiences with transborder commute sometimes left me pondering as to 
why people would want to lead such lifestyles, oscillating between the two 
countries. Unless they drove across during off peak hours, the journey was 
almost always cumbersome. But this was exactly the case for the thousands 
of people travelling through the checkpoints daily, whether by public or 
private transport. For many of my elderly informants from Kampung 
Makmur, the crossing of the causeway was a ritual that was usually 
undertaken on private transport which was more convenient – children with 
cars and/or hired drivers. The frequency of crossing and duration of stay 
depended on a multitude of factors of which I will elaborate in chapter five. 
                                               
30 The new Sultan Iskandar Immigration Complex was opened in December 
2008.  
31 I have waited in long snaking lines which began from the bus queue at 
Woodlands or Kranji train stations for hours only to be greeted with similarly 




The bus journey to Kampung Makmur revealed many interesting 
features of Johor and particularly the Plentong district in which it is situated. 
The kampung itself is surrounded by several industrial estates, a private 
housing estate and an oil palm plantation. The kampung is located near two 
large hypermarts and a larger shopping mall, where one can find the usual 
array of branded retailers such as Topshop, Timberland, Levis and Dockers. 
The communications and network infrastructure was also very well 
developed with uninterrupted access to the mobile data network and 
numerous wireless hotpots at the aforementioned shopping malls. Kampung 
Makmur itself has come a long way since the 1990s. Then, the residents told 
me that the floods occurred so frequently that most of the houses had flood 
proof features32. They also had to live with inconsistent water and electricity 
supply. Today, the kampung has tarmac roads, uninterrupted electricity and 
water supply as well as postal service, although problems with sanitation 
and waste disposal remain. 
 
3.6 Not Quite A Kampung 
There is a reason why Kampung Makmur does not have proper 
sanitation services. At the time of completing my research and dissertation, 
it was still considered a squatter settlement and had not been formally 
recognized as a kampung by the Johor state authorities. According to the 
local informants, Kampung Makmur was a relatively young settlement which 
bloomed right about when the Johor government gazzetted the district as a 
                                               
32 Flood proofing measures are usually integrated with the architecture. This 
would explain the knee high stone barriers seen at the doors in most of the 
houses in Kampung Makmur. 
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heavy industries33 area circa 1980s. It was then that an influx of locals from 
other parts of Malaysia as well as Indonesian workers coming from Batam, 
Tanjung Pinang and the Karimun islands came to settle in the areas. Many of 
them who could not afford the houses decided to squat near the industrial 
area, which was eventually known as Kampung Makmur. This was not the 
only squatter settlement with aspirations to be a ‘real kampung’. In 2008, 
another squatter settlement, Kampung Plentong Baru Tengah (founded in 
1985) made the headlines as its residents, activists from local NGO ‘Suaram’ 
and members of the Malaysian opposition political party PAS formed a 
human barricade to prevent a private property developer, Bukit Lenang 
Private Limited from demolishing the kampung (Abdul-Rahim 2008). It was 
found that the kampung actually sat on privately owned land. 
 
The situation with Kampung Makmur is more optimistic. In a draft 
structure plan for Plentong (MPJB 1989:59), the Johor government had 
already identified the potential problems that would crop up from squatter 
settlements and  established three ways in dealing with it: 
 
1) Allocation of new sites for low cost housing while settlement temporarily 
upgraded 
2) Immediate relocation of squatter settlements 
3) Squatter settlement upgrading for permanent settlement 
 
Kampung Makmur, which was built on top of Malay reserve land34, falls 
under the third category. I was informed by my sources in the kampung that 
                                               
33 Heavy industries here refer to mostly machine manufacturing, steel and 
wood works. 
34 Based on my conversations with a Singaporean property agent 
specializing in Johor property and the Secretary General of JSCA, Malay 
Reserve Land (MRL) is land that cannot be sold to other races, even 
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during the Kampung Makmur annual Hari Raya Meet in 2011, government 
officials who were present announced their intention to upgrade the status of 
Kampung Makmur to a permanent settlement for low income Bumiputera35 
Malaysians. But an administrator from the Johor Land Office explained that 
the authorities would make exceptions so as to include the non-bumiputera 
Indian residents who had been living in Kampung Makmur prior to the banci 
(census).  The decision to upgrade the status of the kampung did not 
happen overnight. Apparently, the state government required some form of 
justification from the kampung before committing to any form of investment. 
An informant from the Jawatankuasa Kampung (Village Committee) 
explained that it took many years and much effort to convince the state 
administrators that the kampung was a progressive base which encouraged 
entrepreneurship and communitarian spirit, qualities perceived to be 
deserving of a formal kampung status. This is not at all surprising when we 
consider Patrick Guiness’ (1992) work on the Plentong squatter settlements, 
where he examines that in the process of formalization, ‘their main hope of 
gaining legitimation and consequently state administered improvements to 
the settlement, was in demonstrating control’ (Guiness, 1992:99). A 
semblance of control and organization can only be achieved through an 
active village committee which promotes state political agendas and 
directions. Such a situation is regarded favourably by the state because it 
provides a crucial entry point for them to extend their reach and secure their 
political base via votes (Shamsul 1989):17). Under this upgrading plan, the 
existing residents will have to pay RM300 for a title which legitimizes their 
                                                                                                                                                       
foreigners except for Malays or Bumiputeras. It is land exclusively meant for 
Malays and Bumiputeras. In reality though, depending on certain authorities, 
some MRL can be sold to non-Malays, especially property developers 
provided that they give strong arguments. Of course, at the end of the day, 
the developer has to pay a huge premium on the conversion.  
35 Bumiputera Malaysians refer to the Malays born in Malaysia. Malays are 
recognized as indigenous under the Malaysian constitution.  
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claim to a small plot of land. The residents of the kampung would also have 
to pay an annual assessment tax upon the formalization of the settlement. 
This process started around February 2012 and has yet to be completed as 
of the time of writing. 
 
Prior to this, those who intended to settle in Kampung Makmur would 
have to go through the ketua kampung (village head) who would then 
allocate a plot of land for some ‘administrative fees’. Under the new system, 
those interested settlers would still have to go through the ketua kampung. 
Only now, he tells me that he has to do twice as much paperwork because 
the Pejabat Tanah (State Land Office) also requires a set of documentation. 
But crucially, the one detail that remains the same is that foreigners aren’t 
allowed to own land in this kampung. Malaysian Federal law stipulates that 
foreigners can only own land if it costs at least RM500,00036. Because 
Kampung Makmur has been earmarked as a low cost housing solution by the 
Johor government, none of the houses there qualify for foreign residency. 
But for as long as some of the villagers could remember, the common 
practice in the kampung was that foreigners, mostly Singaporeans, yearning 
for a cheap kampung house usually buy a house under the name of a local – 
a relative, close friend or even the village head (again usually for a small 
administrative fee). The cost of the plot of land ranges between RM5,000 to 
20,000, depending on the condition of the house sitting on it. This is way 
below the official minimum requirement fee for foreign home ownership. 
With the exception of a few, the elderly Singaporean noveau riche37 would 
usually demolish the existing house and build a new one. These houses are 
not necessarily ostentatious but they definitely stand out amidst the other 
                                               
36 As of January 2013. 
37 The typical Singaporean Malay elderly who migrate to Johor would usually 
have gotten their CPF monies if they have any or would have sold their HDB 
apartments in Singapore and earned a handsome sum of money. 
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color-mismatched, patched up, zinc roofed, rickety wooden structures other 
residents regard as their homes. The inflow of retired migrants can therefore 
be considered a process of gentrification which has important in the 
kampung as I will illustrate in chapters five and six. Having established the 
background and context of the migrant destination, I shall now proceed to 


















































4.1 The Kampung and Me 
My time spent in the kampung was not limited to the duration of 
research. Prior to entering the kampung as a ‘researcher’, I had in fact been 
there more times than I can count simply because I have Malaysian relatives 
who have been living there for 15 years. They were the ones who had 
introduced me to the Singaporean elderly there. Even before I had begun 
my research, I had established very close relationships with some of the 
Singaporean elderly, some even regarding me like their own grandson. I also 
developed close ties with some of the kampong locals there, namely Cik 
Tipah, Cik Mawar and Cik Jo who live near my relatives. I make it a point to 
visit all of them every time I am in the kampung. These people would also 
play the role of key informants in my research, providing me with much 
needed contacts and also providing me with the most immediate updates on 
the happenings in the kampung. 
 
There is a tacit notion that having an intimate relationship with one’s 
informants which possibly extends to a state of over-rapport, interferes with 
scientific objectivity. Yet, what is often overlooked is that having an intimate 
relationship with the people you research affords unrestrained access to the 
mundane yet crucial everyday experiences. I have also been privy to their 
thoughts on the politics and relationships in the kampung which I felt to be 
extremely important in allowing me to have a greater appreciation of its 
social dynamics. But most importantly, I believe that my involvement in the 
lives of my informants allowed me to cultivate a sense of commitment to 
conducting ‘socially responsible research’ which could possibly assist in 
informing the life decisions of my informants as well as would be retired 




The reader must imagine me to know the kampung very well, to be an 
‘insider’ in the words of Robert Merton (1972). Not quite. While I do admit to 
be very well acquainted with a few of the aforementioned kampung people 
and the physical landscape, I had often shied away from interacting with the 
larger kampung community. My initial stages of research which required 
extensive participation and observation was therefore predictably awkward, 
this despite having some of my informants introduce me to the kampung. 
For a lot of the kampung people, I was considered to be a curious observer, 
a city slicker who was not at all familiar with the culture and ways of the 
kampung people. The Malay proverb that was often used to describe me was 
Bagai Rusa Masuk Kampung, a deer that had just entered the kampung38. It 
clearly outlined my status as an outsider in Kampung Makmur. 
 
The characters in my research are addressed using pseudonyms to 
protect their identity. I had toyed with the idea of revealing the actual 
research site in the paper. The main motivation behind this idea is that it 
would allow future researchers to study it. The crucial factor that 
discouraged me from doing so relates to the nature of the settlement 
practice for the retired migrants in the kampung which was essentially 
illegal. I imagine that  it would lead to a  flurry of negative implications for 
the Singaporean elderly and some of the village administrators who were 
deeply involved in the process of retirement migration. Despite this, I take 
precaution from Maurice Punch’s (1998) methodological treatise, where she 
highlights how even when the researcher does not reveal the research site, 
other reader’s familiarity with the field site based on the researcher’s thick 
descriptions might render it non-exclusive. While Punch (1998) provided no  
answers to such ethical questions, I have taken it upon myself to ensure 
                                               
38 The Malay proverb highlights one’s unfamiliarity in a new environment 
although in my case, it was not that new.  
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that the kampung in question would be difficult to identify, making as little 
specific references to real landmarks as possible and using mostly generic 
descriptors for locations in the whole thesis. 
 
4.1 The Main Cast 
This research employs a non-random, purposive sampling to procure 
informants as it enables the researcher to analyze the phenomenon based 
on the selected characteristics – Singaporean Malay migrants who have 
bought a house in a particular kampung to spend most of their retired years. 
The condition of being ‘retired’ is a crucial factor in this research. Haas et.al 
(2006) explains that the studies on retirement migration that utilizes a 
minimum age as a denominator often misses out later life economic 
participation. While I do not discount the possibility of Singaporean elder 
migrants who may be working in Johor, the focus of this research will be on 
those who are not. I do acknowledge however, that the retirees may still be 
drawing some form of monthly income from their children, through pension 
or perhaps, money from the rental of properties they own in Singapore or 
Malaysia. I shall elaborate on this in the coming paragraphs. 
I also used snowball sampling to get local informants for the express 
purpose of constructing a picture of kampung life and history. I had already 
explained my selection of Malay elderly in the literature review section. To 
recap, I believe that Lee’s (2001)study provides justification for researchers 
to study the retirement strategies of the disadvantaged elderly, namely 
those who have little to no retirement savings be it on a personal or 
institutional (CPF) level. I had also identified the viability of retirement 
migration for the elderly, considering the cultural compatibility, geographical 
proximity and state of affairs in Johor that encourages the inflow of 
Singapore migrants. However, while a majority of retired migrants in Johor 
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are protected legally and fall under the purview of the Johor Singapore 
Comcare Association, there are those who fall through the cracks, 
particularly those who have brought property by proxy. Such a practice, 
while not uncommon, effectively turns them into illegal settlers. My queries 
in three squatter kampungs similar to Kampung Makmur reveal that at least 
a tenth of their respective households consists of Singaporean retirees, all of 
them Malay. The reason why these retired Singaporeans have taken risks to 
buy and live in these illegal houses instead of procuring those which are 
deemed legal by the Malaysian government is quite simple – they cannot 
afford to own the latter. This group is especially vulnerable because they do 
not have access to any form of recourse with the exception of the kampung 
administration, should any problem arise. The other issue here concerns 
their capability to lead their lives in the kampung as their physical health 
and capabilities (according the Activities of Daily Living scale) deteriorates. 
While the distance for some forms of intergenerational transfer can be 
mitigated with the aid of technology, physical transfers in the form of care 
and help on a daily basis still require close proximity. This is where the 
strategies of integration for the retired migrants would be useful in helping 
us understand their decisions. 
 
Initially, I had intended for my study to be comparative, based on 
three sample groups from three different localities with different types of 
housing (based on cost) and levels of retirement savings. I dispensed with 
the idea later on because such an undertaking was extremely time - 
consuming considering that I had limited time to do my research and that it 
took three months just to get my research approved by the ketua kampung 
in the kampung which I was most familiar with. My choice to stick with 
Kampung Makmur was mainly because I had already established connections 
there. The profile of retired migrants fit my research requirements too. In 
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order to address the questions I raised earlier, I was looking to examine 
Malay Singaporean citizens, aged 55 and above, retired and owning a house 
in the kampung. There were 10 Singaporean households in the kampung, all 
of which are husband and wife couples and one widow. I speculated that the 
couples or individuals who have lived here do not have much in the way of 
retirement funds. 
 
Based on what Lee (2001) had suggested in his study, I conducted a 
survey of their financial health. The indicators used to determine the extent 
of financial health were: 
 
1) Combined household savings (both personal and CPF) 
2) An approximation of household monthly income in Singapore dollars 
coming from sources such as pension fund ( last occupation and CPF 
scheme) and/or children’s contributions 
3) Investment returns such as insurance payouts and/or rent from property 
I also used the checklist of Activities of Daily Living (see Appendix) to 
ascertain if my elderly informants are able to care for themselves 
independently on a daily basis. The checklist identifies bathing, dressing, 
toileting, cooking, shopping, housework, laundry, managing medication and 
managing finances as some of the daily activities. These are then measured 
using a scale from ‘dependent’, ‘needs help’ and ‘independent’. There is also 
a ‘does not do’ column for some of the activities like driving or cooking (for 
most of my male informants) which the individuals do not partake in. None 
of my informants had ‘dependent’ checked for any activity. Some of the 
common activities that had ‘needs help’ checked at the side are shopping 
and housework. This is understandable because the shops and markets are 
quite inaccessible from the kampung, especially considering that none of my 
informants had any form of transport. Because most of the houses are large 
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and have proportionately large compounds, a lot of sweeping, mopping and 
scrubbing had to be done. My informants explain that they could not 
accomplish those themselves. Hence, they would always employ some of the 
eager kampung locals to do it for a small fee. Additionally, I also asked my 
informants to indicate if they have had any serious accidents or illnesses 
which might have impeded mobility. 
 
The main questions that will be directed to the retired migrants pertain 
to issues on integration within the village, the level of participation in 
kampung events as well as intergenerational transfers that come from their 
children. I will also enquire about the possible presence and usage of elder 
care institutions (in the form of specialist clinics or hospital facilities) located 
within the vicinity and forms of cross border transport arrangements. I felt 
that it was important to establish the medical history of my elderly 
informants. Those who are in need of regular medication and treatment 
would obviously have different patterns of expenditure. I was also curious as 
to whether they would prefer to go to the doctors in Johor or in Singapore. 
This would in turn, affect the movement patterns between Singapore and 
Malaysia. With the exception of Salmah and Ramlah, both of whom have had 
mild episodes of heart attack in the past ten years, the rest of my 
informants do not have a history of serious illnesses. Salmah and Ramlah 
explained that their condition have stabilized somewhat and they are able to 
lead their lives normally. They are 78 and 75 respectively. 7 of my 
informants complained of difficulty in walking, possibly due to the onset of 
osteoarthritis. When minor illnesses like fever or flu develop, my informants 
would usually have someone in the kampung send them to the nearby 
doctors. Likewise when they needed to go to the hospital during 
emergencies such as an accident, my informants explained that they would 
visit the nearest hospital. 
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I personally administered the surveys and was at hand to clarify any 
concerns regarding the questions. A few of the informants had forgotten the 
amount of CPF and personal savings they had. But they were kind enough to 
have checked it for me when they went back to Singapore. The data can be 
represented in Diagram 2. 7 of my informants are at least 75 years of age 
and can be categorized as old old. Those below 75 are considered the young 
old. With the exception of Salmah and Halimah, the rest of the elderly 
women have not held a job in the past 30 years. Ramlah, Wahidah, Siti and 
Hajar have never worked in their lifetime. The rest have worked briefly in 
the manufacturing sector. The implication is that the women did not manage 
to accumulate a lot of savings for retirement and depended on their 
respective husbands. True to what Lee (2001) had anticipated of the current 
generation of Malay elderly, the informants in my study generally had very 
little savings and depended on their children’s contribution. Even then, 
contributions from their children seem very small (see Diagram 2), although 
it is still enough to cover their monthly expenditure in Johor. This might 
explain why the informants never complained of the relatively small financial 
contributions from their children. My informants also explained that they did 
not expect  significant monetary contributions from their children because 
they feel that their children are already burdened with other forms of 
responsibilities. Such a view concurs with Myrna Blake’s (1992) study of the 
Malay elderly, where she explained emotional transfers to be considered as 
more essential than economic transfers.  This study builds on her analysis by 
shifting away from the focus of elderly dependency, elaborating on the 
agency of the elderly in planning retirement.  
 
With the exception of one couple, the rest of my informants had 
already sold off their houses back in Singapore. I was also quite surprised to 
learn of a trend amongst my informants. All of those who sold their 
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apartments had actually distributed the earnings between their children. The 
amounts distributed were quite substantial too. Wahidah and Norman for 
instance had sold their flat for approximately $250,000. They then gave 
each of their five children $20,000 each and kept the rest for retirement. 
The same applies for Salmah and Hashim, who gave each of their 7 children 
$20,000 each after selling their house for $232,000. Prima facie, such a 
practice drastically reduces one’s retirement funds considering that it would 
have enabled the elderly informants to legally own a house in Johor. If we 
view the elderly retirees’ benevolence in the context of a migrant network, it 
is possible that they might have already been fed information regarding the 
life of a retired migrant in places like Kampung Makmur and estimated such 
amounts to be enough for retirement. For Siti and Omar who still own a 
house in Singapore, they explained that they would probably have sold the 
house too if not for two of their youngest children, both unmarried, still 
living there. The following diagram (Diagram 2) represents my informants 
who are Singaporean Malay retired migrants: 
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Diagram 2: Profile of Informants 
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Other than the Singaporean informants, I also interviewed and tried to 
talk to as many kampung people as I could. This was important too because 
while the elderly Singaporeans were well integrated socially, they were only 
able to provide sketchy details describing the structure and organization of 
the kampung. Speaking to the various local kampung people also allowed 
me to triangulate the data, particularly with regard to integration practices 
and participation of community activities in the kampung. 
 
4.2 Establishing Rapport through Kenal-kenal 
It was difficult to establish trust and rapport in the kampung, 
especially considering that I was only able to spend 4 days out of a week 
there39. I definitely had access to informants for interviews which are 
undoubtedly critical to understand the motivations for migration and the 
workings of a migrant network spanning Malaysia and Singapore. But in 
order to understand the intricate dynamics of kampung life and in particular, 
strategies for integration and securing elder care, I would have to immerse 
myself in the kampung life by participating in the activities often held for the 
community. Before I began my research, I had to seek the blessings of Tok 
Din, the village head and in the case of my research, the gatekeeper. In his 
book Street Corner Society, William Foote Whyte (1993) explains the 
gatekeeper to be the key contact person who would provide the initial access 
to the field, information, situations and individuals within it. While my 
relatives did provide me with some form of access to the field area, it was 
very much limited as they were in no position of influence and power in the 
kampung. 
 
                                               
39 The rest of the days, I had to be in Singapore to attend lectures and tutor 
undergraduate modules.  
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Hence I anticipated that as the ketua kampong, Tok Din would be able 
to provide me greater access to the kampung and its accompanying 
structures. Getting his permission was also important for two other reasons. 
First of all, the village head or ketua kampung is the symbol of authority in 
the kampung and all affairs which involve the kampung people fall under his 
purview. Going about my research behind his back would invite unwelcomed 
complications, especially to my  key informants. Second of all, Tok Din has 
access to information that is relevant to my research, particularly with 
regard to the history of the kampung and the administrative processes. Now 
Tok Din knew me somewhat, since I had always accompanied my 
grandfather to the kampung surau,  I had even talked to him a few times. 
Strangely enough though, he rejected my first request to conduct research 
in the kampung, explaining that he would have to ‘consult the rest of the 
kampung executive committee members’. A week after that, I brought up 
the subject while at the surau, the kampung mosque and was again met 
with a terse, negative response. My relatives and Cik Tipah suggested that I 
wait a while more before asking again. In the meantime, they encouraged 
me to do a bit of ‘volunteer work’ in the kampung, for example during 
kampung events. That way, the kampung would be able to get to know or 
kenal me better. 
 
This turned out to be excellent advice because in addition to 
establishing rapport with more of the kampung people, it was a good 
opportunity to absorb the practices of the people in the kampung. I 
participated and helped in every form of kampung event there was – 
religious classes, the annual kampung cleanup, festive celebrations and even 
the occasional shopping trip with some of the kampung ladies. Inspired by 
Sudhir Venkatesh’s (2008) commitment to the African American community 
he was working in and Whyte’s (1993) exhortation for researchers to 
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develop a relationship of ‘interpersonal reciprocity’ with the informants on 
the ground, I used my relative’s house as a base to conduct math tuition 
classes for the underprivileged students in the kampung. Suffice to say, the 
classes were very popular and I gained positive publicity for my efforts. My 
hard work finally paid off because approximately three months after I had 
first sought permission to conduct interviews from Tok Din, he gave me his 
permission to start. 
 
4.3 How We Do It 
I began fieldwork in the form of participant observations in May 2012 
and ‘officially’ started my interviews around the end of July 2012. What I 
mean by ‘officially’ actually alludes to a distinction in methods used to collect 
information during research. For the kampung people and Tok Din at least, 
research is synonymous with the typical surveys and interviews. This worked 
to my advantage because even before I had started with my interviews 
(upon getting Tok Din’s permission), I was able to begin my study, 
conducting participant observations. The advantage bestowed by such a 
situation was that I was able to participate in kampung activities as a 
‘migrant’ other, an uninitiated Singaporean with relations in the kampung. 
This allowed me to experience the flashpoints that occasionally surfaced 
(quite unexpectedly too) between Singaporean migrants and the local 
kampung people. I imagined that if it had been made known that I was 
doing research approved by Tok Din the ketua kampung, it might have 
altered the dynamics somewhat and led to different reactions. Of course 
some of the kampung people grew curious as I began to appear in a lot of 
the kampung events. I was able to brush off these suspicions by telling them 
that it was the school holidays (it really was) and I wanted to spend more 




Participant observation sessions occurred in many situations and 
contexts in the kampung. I was encouraged by my key informants to attend 
kampung events and mingle with the people. These events were usually 
formal in the sense that they were organized and structured. They were 
religious classes, religious commemorations kampung meetings, celebratory 
gatherings during festive occasions and weddings. I was also told to hang 
out at the informal spaces such as the kampung cafe, also known as the 
warung and the gossip or bersembang sessions that were usually held in 
different houses. My entry to all of these spaces was facilitated by some of 
my key informants. Such a convenience did provide for a more seamless 
initiation to the research contexts and I managed to avoid awkward 
introductions. But it was also potentially limiting because the contacts 
established mostly centered around the key informants' social networks and 
spaces. In order to compensate for this, I took the initiative to talk to other 
people in the kampung during my morning and afternoon walks and 
managed to source out quite a number of local and Singaporean kampung 
people to talk to. I tried to talk to as many people as possible, trying to 
understand and make sense of the events in the kampung from what I learn. 
Naturally, some of the locals were quite reserved initially, having never 
encountered a researcher before. most opened up considerably later on. 
There were a few who expressed their displeasure not at my being a 
researcher but more so against my presence as a Singaporean. I shall 
discuss this further in the data section. 
 
Initially, the conversations were usually unstructured, unhurried and 
sometimes free-flowing. They cover a wide range of topics too, prompting 
‘intimate familiarity’ with the informants as well as the research site (Lofland 
1978: 8). I believe this is important in order for me to be able to appreciate 
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the kampung context through the constructed life world of the local and 
Singaporeans alike. Through conversations with these individuals, I was 
given a rich background on the history of the kampung covering significant 
events and people as well as its organizational structure. I had also 
participated in the different activities, both formal and informal, held in the 
kampung as mentioned earlier. I recorded details of the processes and 
conversations discreetly, usually in shorthand on a piece of paper, trying as 
much as possible to be inconspicuous. I would then convert the short notes 
into longer versions upon reaching a safe space. I also kept a research 
journal to help me reflect on my experiences while doing research. It 
allowed me to rethink my position as a Singaporean researcher, which it 
seems caused a little discomfort to the locals in light of the history and 
politics between Malaysia and Singapore. This was an important aspect of 
the analysis and I daresay, a crucial consideration in the undertaking of 
multi-sited, transnational research. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the in depth interview was also utilized. The 
interviews conducted were semi- structured in nature, leaning towards a 
‘conversation with a purpose’ (Webb & Webb 1932:130). The interview 
questions centered around motivations for migration, retirement planning, 
transborder movement, intergenerational relations, kampung relations and 
kampung activities. The number of interviewees varied. Most of the time, it 
was a one on one interview. But there were a few couple and group 
interview sessions. The latter was sometimes unavoidable due to the 
practice of visiting, which meant that the interviewee might be joined by 
guests. Sometimes, the female informants were hesitant to be interviewed 
alone. So they were joined by their husband or other women. I had a set of 
questions ready, but was ready to explore the topics deemed interesting or 
possibly relevant to the research. The interviews lasted an average of one 
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hour, all of them recorded and duly transcribed. The transcribed notes were 
then put through a preliminary or grounded coding where the interview data 
is firstly arranged under themes I identified to be relevant and later 
regrouped into larger themes. The resultant themes are carefully analyzed 
and checked against a theoretical framework which I felt to be relevant to 
the study – social capital. The linkages between retirement migration and 
social capital shall be elucidated in chapter six. But before I explain this, I 
shall proceed to list and discuss the motivations for migration and the 
workings of the migrant network in facilitating retirement migration for 





















































5.1 Migrant Motivations 
In the literature review chapter, I presented the prevailing focus on 
retirement migration. With the exception of a a few studies, most of the 
research on retirement migration focused on American and European, upper 
middle class individuals or couples. My introduction of the retirees for this 
research in the previous chapter presents a different profile. The individuals 
in this study come from the middle to lower income group with little CPF 
funds and savings. The distinction between these two groups is very 
important because it would reveal jarring dissimilarities where motivations 
for migration and the practices are concerned. Additionally, the examination 
of the retirement migration practices of a specific ethnic group, the Malays, 
may also serve to highlight certain cultural norms that are relevant to 
shaping notions of retirement. Building on the motivations and practice of 
retirement migration, I highlight the importance of the migrant networks in 
furnishing prospective retired migrants from Singapore with the necessary 
information regarding life in Kampung Makmur and providing access to the 
kampung administration that would facilitate migration. Additionally, the 
migrant network, which is usually based on some form of close relationship 
between individuals as this chapter will illustrate, provides prospective 
migrants with a sense of assuredness, aiding in the decision to migrate. I 
expect that the presence of Singaporean retired migrants in the kampung 
would have an effect on the small kampung community. The form and 
extent of implications shall be discussed in the later part of this chapter. 
 
In addition to studying the motivations, practices and impact of 
retirement migration, I shall also look at how immigrants change after 
arrival. Change in the context of this thesis, constitutes the process of 
integration, how the Singaporean retired migrants try to fit in the kampung 
lifestyle (despite them being Malays moving into a kampung which is 
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predominantly Malay). What does this have to do with the research 
question? Well apparently everything. I had been curious as to why the 
Singaporean elderly chose this particular kampung as a retirement 
destination and how, upon migration, they secure certain forms of transfers 
usually associated with being an elderly. In the course of doing research, I 
learned that it is only through migrant integration would the elderly retired 
migrants be able to secure eldercare in the form of emotional and physical 
transfers. This will be discussed in greater depth in chapter six. 
 
5.2 Why Migrate? 
The question of motivations in migration is often couched in rational-
economic vocabulary; cost benefit analysis, push pull factors and the world 
systems theory are a common set of analytical tools invoked in examining 
migration. The choice of tools begins to make more sense when we consider 
that the type of migration examined is predominantly labour migration. 
There are certain assumptions which underlie such questions. The first 
question assumes a sense of uprootedness and uncertainty following 
migration. This leads to the subsequent question which highlights the 
importance of having to integrate into the receiving society. However, as 
Massey et al. (1999) explains, the economic and psychological cost for the 
immigrant is usually cushioned by the presence of a migrant settlement or a 
diasporic community in the receiving society. Having people through which 
potential migrants would be able to relate to culturally aids in the 
adjustment process and may even influence the decision of the would be 
migrant (Harbison 1981). Even if there were no established migrant 
networks in the receiving country, from my experience with the Malay 
Singaporeans who have moved to Malaysia, fitting into the new society and 
community was not that difficult due to similarities in language and culture. 
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Researchers of migration in the Asia Pacific have observed that migrant 
networks are quite ubiquitous in the region, to the extent that ‘many movers 
in Asia operate in an environment of near total certainty’ (Massey et al. 
1999:186). Additionally, such networks are also self perpetuating as Monica 
Boyd’s (1989) research on the role of family and personal networks in 
motivating migration propounds: 
 
“...migration flows often become self-sustaining, reflecting the 
establishment of networks of information, assistance and obligations which 
develop between migrants in the host society and friends and relatives in the 
sending area.” (ibid:641) 
 
Although not as institutionalized or even large enough to have resulted 
in what Pieke (1997) calls a chain migration, even a small population of 
migrants can act as conduits of information and nodes for family and friends, 
through which a retirement project can begin. This provides a sense of 
assurance for the potential migrant, especially those who have limited 
resources and are looking to stretch their retirement dollar. However, it isn’t 
just economic and administrative information about the migration 
destination that is always sought after. One of the facets of migration the 
dominant mode of analysis often overlooks relates to lifestyle changes 
(Benson & O’Reilly 2009). As the case of the retirees in my research, the 
decision to shift to the kampung is also driven by nostalgia, the desire for a 
kampung lifestyle deemed extinct in Singapore. Hence, in the case of this 
research, the trifecta spurring retirement migration  are as follows: 
economic rationalization (based on expected cost of retiring in Johor), 
emotional considerations (based on nostalgia and anticipated lifestyle 
change) and the presence of networks (based on presence of Singaporeans 
in retirement destination). 
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5.3 Stretching my Retirement Dollar 
For a retired couple without a steady source of income, one of the 
most important considerations other than health would be retirement 
sustainability. With whatever savings the retired couple have saved plus 
other forms of expected income (for instance economic transfers from 
children), the couple would have to consider how far along the available 
savings will last them. Singaporean retirees would be able to withdraw a 
portion of their CPF funds when they reach the age of 55, provided they fulfil 
certain requirements40. The CPF is basically a compulsory savings system for 
Singaporeans, where a fixed percentage of one’s monthly salary is 
channelled into an account that is to be used to purchase Housing 
Development Board Flats, pay for any medical expenses incurred or fund 
their children’s university education. Hence, the amount of money in a 
person’s CPF account at old age is ultimately dependent on their income 
levels while working. If they meet the minimum sum pegged at $139,000, it 
guarantees them monthly payouts for the rest of their lives. For those who 
do not have a lot of money in their CPF, they will have to depend on their 
other savings for retirement41.  Lee’s (2010) study on ethnicity and ageing in 
Singapore revealed some startling numbers about elderly Malays and how 
they age. The study which followed the income progression of individuals 
from different ethnic groups as they grew older, showed that a Malay 
individual’s reduction in salary is larger than that of individuals from other 
ethnic groups (Lee 2010: 170). The author elaborates that the grim situation 
for a Malay elderly individual is exacerbated further, considering 
                                               
40 As of June 2013, a person who has reached the age of 55 will be able to 
withdraw whatever amount that is excess of the required minimum which is 
$139,000 in the ordinary account and $38,500 in the medisave account.  
41 In fact, it was projected that 20% of men and 35% of women reaching the 




discriminatory labour practices which lead to working elderly Malays aged 60 
and above receiving the lowest income regardless of their educational 
background. 
 
In my fieldwork, I managed to interview a total of ten Singaporean 
households in Kampung Makmur, nine of which were made up of retired 
couples and one of which comprised a widow. To refresh the reader’s 
memory, none of the retirees received monthly CPF hand-outs and only one 
of the households received some form of pension. Having worked as a 
postman all his life and earning a decent sum of money (his salary before he 
retired was approximately $2500), Ramli gets about $300 of monthly 
payouts from his previous employer. Generally, the households have 
combined CPF balance of less than $10,000, way below the minimum sum of 
$139,000 recommended by the government. Because it is too low, they do 
not qualify for the new CPF LIFE scheme42 which is essentially an extension 
of the minimum sum scheme guaranteeing monthly hand-outs. This 
situation is not at all surprising since Blake (1992) and Li (1989) had 
predicted in their respective studies that a large proportion of the present 
cohort of elderly Malays, especially those above 65 as with most of the 
retirees in Kampung Makmur, will not receive any form of monthly benefits 
upon retirement. When asked if my informants received some form of 
monthly allowance from their children though, all of them expressed that 
they did. The amounts do not seem to be much but the retirees explained 
that they were content with whatever amount of money they had, owing to 
the minimal expenditure. When asked if their children should provide them 
consistent economic transfer, the informants generally replied that children 
should only help if they can. As one informant had expressed, the elderly 
                                               
42 To qualify for the CPF LIFE scheme, you have to have at least $40,000 in 
your retirement account when you are 55 or at least $60,000 when you are 
in your draw down age.  
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retirees did not expect monetary allowances from their children because 
they knew that their children had their own families to take care of. Such a 
response is similar to those elicited by Blake (1992) in her study of the 
elderly in the Malay community. 
 
I explained earlier that with the exception of one couple, the rest of 
my informants had sold their flats in Singapore. Having gained from their 
only form of investment in Singapore, most of my informants decided that it 
would be better to move to Malaysia to stretch their retirement dollar. Even 
in the 1990s, Singapore’s currency was already quite strong compared to 
Malaysia. Furthermore, the cost of living in Malaysia was and continues to be 
low up to this day when compared to Singapore. Even the homes in 
Kampung Makmur were very cheap. For as little as RM5000, one could get 
an empty lot. For an additional RM30,000, one would be able to get a 
relatively large house built. For many of my informants, this was an 
extremely attractive proposition. 
 
“No way you can get a house with a garden, gate and all that for 
RM35,000 in Singapore. It is so expensive to buy a house in Singapore. 
Here, we can have our own home for much much less. The expenditure is 
also very low. My water, gas and phone bill reaches a maximum of RM50! 
I’ve never had to pay more than that.” (Saodah)    
 
“Every month I spend RM30 on food. Fish, chicken, meat, vegetables 
and tea. Sometimes, if I need anything like Pandan (Pinescrew) leaves or 





Such sentiments are shared by the other retired migrants too. They 
did not believe that they would be able to survive on whatever they have 
saved because they expected that the cost of living in Singapore was going 
to be very high. Hence, moving over to Malaysia was a rational decision. The 
costs of the house, low cost of living and monthly arrears were not the only 
factors which pushed them to Johor in the search for a home. 
 
The informants also expressed that they would prefer to own their 
homes instead of renting or staying with their children. In a group interview 
session, Siti, Omar, Hajar and Kasim explained that it can be a little 
awkward living with their children because it seemed like they were 
‘interrupting’ their familes and the activities. In their own homes, the 
retirees expressed that they would be able to do anything they want without 
having to ask or depend on their children. While they loved interacting with 
their children and even grandchildren, my informants revealed that they 
would also like to engage in their own activities and grandchildren were an 
encumbrance: 
 
“Sometimes I would want to go to the mosque with my wife or maybe 
spend time outside you know, while we are still able to. With grandchildren, 
it is difficult. Furthermore, in our own house, we can invite friends and 
conduct gatherings without our children being uncomfortable.” (Ismail) 
 
While scholars such as Blake (1992), Li (1989) and more recently 
Quah (2008) sketched a portrait of a three generation family with the elderly 
playing an important role in socializing the young, it is possible that the 
elderly of today ironically privilege ‘active ageing’ and independence as 
espoused by the Singapore government in their discourse of the elderly. 
Additionally, as some of the informants explained, they did not like having to 
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rotate between their children’s homes and preferred to settle comfortably in 
one place. Timah in particular, explained that while her children might 
perceive such practice to be fair, it makes her feel unsettled, ‘being passed 
around like that’. She would much prefer to settle in one place and have her 
children visit her. The place would preferably allow her to partake in 
activities to fill her time and make friends (she is a widow). 
 
5.4 Spaces and Places in Retirement 
For these retirees, having your own home is important because it gives 
them a sense of independence and rootedness. The sense of attachment to 
place, especially for the elderly, has been covered extensively. Rowles’ 
(1983) phenomenological study for example, highlights the importance of 
everyday place making practices for a group of elderly in Appalachia which 
developed into a sense of autobiographical affinity for a particular 
geography. He also found that this attachment to place was stronger for the 
old-old (persons over 75 years of age) compared to the young-old (those 
under 75 years of age). A few explanations were given. One was based on 
temporal development which means one’s attachment to place would 
increase as one grows older. But the author believed that the more likely 
explanation for the difference was based on generational experiences. The 
old old would have spent most of their lives in a single setting. Owing to 
development, the younger old meanwhile experienced a gradual increase in 
standard of living and are supposedly more geographically mobile, reducing 
the need to feel a sense of attachment to place (Rowles 1983: 309). This 
neat distinction between generations however, is not applicable in this study 
because all of my informants, regardless of age exhibited a strong sense of 
attachment to the kampung. They often stress the need to be familiar with 
the kampung geography as demonstrated in conversations, the habitual 
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narration of stories and everyday actions. While I was accompanying a group 
of women to the market for instance, a few of the members continually 
pointed out to the landmarks in the kampong, elaborate background stories 
in tow. This is one of the ways through which the elderly migrants construct 
their life space. In giving meaning to the places, the Singaporean retirees 
preserve an ongoing sense of belonging; this process of identity affirmation 
ultimately aids in the process of migrant integration. 
 
The elderly retirees also mentioned that having a space such as a 
garden compound with plants provides activity which the retired migrants 
find very fulfilling: 
 
“In the kampung, you can do gardening. In Singapore, you can’t 
because well you have limited space in HDB flats. Here I have Rambutan and 
Jackfruit trees. When the time comes, I pluck the trees and enjoy the fruits 
with neighbours and friends. Furthermore, it keeps us active and makes us 
sweat.” (Hashim) 
 
I observed that almost all of the retirees had some kind of garden in 
their compound. The common plants that I found in the compounds of the 
retirees were tapioca, sweet potato, winged bean or better known as kacang 
botol, rambutan trees, banana trees, roses, orchids and chilli. The 
involvement with planting and harvesting is not restricted to a particular 
gender, although it is usually the men who are involved with plants such as 
the banana tree, which would require physical work. Two of the elderly 
couples, Salmah and Hashim as well as Wahidah and Norman, are in their 
eighties. They do not work as much on their gardens (beyond watering the 
plants) because it can be physically taxing. But they do ask for help, in the 
form of more able neighbours, to clear the weeds and harvest the produce. 
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In return, they would pay a small fee or give some of the fruits and 
vegetables from the garden to the helper. 
 
I was curious to know whether my informants had frequented the 
spaces dedicated to the elderly retirees in Singapore such as the old folk’s 
corner, the activity centres and the community centres which are usually 
located within the estates. As it turned out, none of them went to any of the 
aforementioned places although they were quite aware of their existence. 
They explained that they were not able to relate to activities such as board 
games, line dancing and karaoke that were organized by the centres. The 
rest of the elderly retirees, particularly the men, explained that they 
preferred to sit at the coffee shop and interact with the neighbours in small 
estate based religious groups which conducted weekly recitations and sing 
along sessions better known as nasyid. The women too were involved in the 
latter. This information corroborates Peggy Teo’s study (1997:430) on 
elderly recreational spaces in Singapore, where it was found that there is 
little participation in state-sponsored spaces and even lesser coming from 
the minorities (for the same reason my informants had expressed earlier). 
The elderly generally prefer to spend their time at informal places like coffee 
shops or even forming alternative grassroots organizations like that 
mentioned above. There are no state demarcated spaces for the elderly in 
Kampung Makmur. But the centre for activity for the elderly and the rest of 
the kampong for that matter is clearly the surau, a small mosque which 
hosts religious activities like prayers as well as non-religious community 
activities like kampung meetings and banquets. With the exception of a few 
of the older retirees who are less mobile, my Singaporean informants were 
very involved in the kampung activities. They explained that living in a 
kampung is much better because this kampung spirit, based on close social 
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interaction and gotong royong43 is missing in Singapore. Such a statement is 
not isolated, with respondents from other studies such as that of Teo et al. 
(2006:101) and notable Singaporean politicians such as Goh Chok Tong 
calling for a revival of the kampung spirit in the context of modern 
Singapore (Teo 2011), although we may criticize the latter for 
instrumentalizing kampung to support the state’s anti-welfare agenda. Yet, it 
is still crucial to recognize the importance of space and activity in relation to 
the elderly and how the kampung environment seems to provide what my 
informants feel to be absent in the Singapore context. In engaging with the 
community, the informants are also building support networks we may 
regard as social capital, which acts as a resource for mutual help between 
people (Teo et al. 2006). Engaging with the kampung community provides a 
sense of well being and even reinvigorates the elderly informants. Whenever 
I ask them if they ever feel exhausted due to the constant involvement in 
the kampung environment, I am often given similar responses: 
 
“It can be tiring. But I feel happy because I am surrounded by my 
friends. Then the tiredness goes away!” (Salmah) 
 
“We are still young! Still can move about and mind our own business. 
In fact we are very happy to be participating in the kampung.” (Ramlah & 
Kamal) 
 
While this does denote a kind of fluidity to the definition of old age 
whereby one’s level of activity, attitude, values and behaviour defines old 
age (as opposed to a numerical marker), it glosses over a fairly important 
                                               
43 Gotong Royong is the act of mutual assistance and is an important 
concept in the lives of kampung people. An example of gotong royong would 
be the collective effort of the kampung people in constructing a house. 
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factor pertaining to social capital and its relation with the securing of elder 
care which I shall elaborate in the following chapter. 
 
5.5 Perceiving Time and Distance 
I had asked if it would be inconvenient for their children to visit, 
considering the distance and the heavy traffic that one would have to 
negotiate to get to Johor. I imagine that their children might find visiting to 
be very taxing considering the amount of time needed to cross the 
causeway. I did not manage to interview any of the retirees’ children44 but I 
observed during my time in the field that their children rarely visited. The 
visits mostly occurred during festive occasions. In some cases, my 
informants tell me that their children only visited them when they are back 
in Singapore. In fact, for the seven couples who no longer have their own 
houses in Singapore, it was them who would visit their children because they 
would stay in their children’s houses. 
 
Still on the question of distance, the answers given by all of my 
informants followed a similar strand – that Singapore is perceived to be tak 
jauh or not that far off from Malaysia and in particular Johor.  I found this to 
be perplexing to say the least, having repeatedly gone through the arduous 
ritual of travelling to access the field site. Of course this can be explained by 
the fact that seven of the Singaporean households which oscillate between 
Singapore and Malaysia at least once every two weeks usually hire some 
form of transport or depend on their children to drive them to and fro. The 
geographical distance was possibly mitigated by such a convenient mode of 
                                               
44 I had asked to interview some of them but was rebuffed on numerous 
occasions. Furthermore, on the occasions that I was there, the families were 
usually busy preparing for a special celebration.  
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commute. But there was more to this idea of tak jauh as I would explore in 
the subsequent paragraphs. 
 
I was not at all surprised to learn that all of my informants came from 
kampung backgrounds when they were younger. One couple, Hashim and 
Salmah, came from Malaysian kampungs in Negeri Sembilan. The rest came 
from various kampungs in Singapore located in Pulau Bukom, Pasir Panjang, 
Sembawang and the Geylang Serai area. Of course none of the kampungs in 
Singapore survived the relocation project undertaken by the state which 
began circa 196045. Benson & O’Reilly (2009) explains that migration and in 
particular retirement migration cannot be seen as a singular event. Rather, it 
is crucial that we examine the act of migration for elderly persons in relation 
to the lives led before and after migration. It is quite obvious here that there 
were certain aspects of kampung life such as the sense of community and 
the slow pace of life which the informants found to be attractive based on 
their biographies. For my informants then, moving to the kampung meant an 
opportunity to reliving of what had been lost in Singapore and realize 
nostalgia (Chua 1994)46. This was possibly why migrating to a little kampung 
in Johor is often articulated as balik kampung or return to kampung, even if 
they have never lived in any part of Malaysia in the first place. 
                                               
45 These kampungs are of course in no way entirely similar to Kampung 
Makmur. Imran Tajudeen’s (2007:8) study points out the homogenizing 
effect the discourse on nostalgia has on the kampung. In essentializing the 
kampung as an idyllic space, the process of memory obscures a more 
precise recollection of actual, particular kampungs in Singapore relating to 
their architecture, morphology and social structural composition.      
46 Within the Singapore context, echoes of the term ‘kampung’ still resound 
within public sphere. In his study of nostalgia, Chua(1994;1997) observes 
that the term kampung, when invoked is often juxtaposed against the 
vicissitudes of rapid development which began post independence. The term 
kampung then becomes a potent signifier, laden with notions of nostalgia 
which while glorifying the past, corollarily partakes in the negative 




This idea of return to kampung as expressed by the Singaporean 
informants is quite intriguing too because it seems to subvert national 
boundaries, leaning towards a conception of home and place based on 
values (in this case, kampung values prioritising communitarian cooperation 
as described by my informants and Chua (1994:7).  My initial impression of 
such articulations on the part of the retirees was based on a ‘post – national’ 
conception of identity which hinges on the idea of an ‘emergence of locations 
for citizenship outside the confines of the nation state’ (Sassen 2002:278). 
Among others, Brenda Yeoh’s (2004) concept of the mobile, cosmopolitan 
citizen and Ong Aihwa’s (1999) ‘flexible citizenship’ come to mind when 
discussing post-national identities which I felt resonated with my informants’ 
claims of national-geographical transcendence47. I was not entirely wrong in 
this regard although further review of the data revealed not a post-national 
but rather, a pre-national conception of the self.  
 
It is therefore quite pertinent to consider the symbiotic relationship 
and history of transborder locales such as Singapore and Johor in examining 
the process of identity construction for my informants which would have 
affected their decision to migrate. Indeed, up till 1965 (when Singapore 
achieved independence), the idea of a border was non-existent and human 
movement between what is currently conceived as the Singapore-Johor 
border was particularly fluid and not bound by any form of administrative 
restrictions. The same applied for capital and businesses too, which operated 
unencumbered by political demarcations up till the inception of nation state 
(Guinness 1992). Hence the manner through which Malay elderly ‘imagine’ 
their geographies of retirement escapes the nation state container model 
                                               
47 These ideas seemed perfectly in line with Singapore’s ‘hinterland’ project 
in the form of the Iskandar Malaysia. 
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(Wimmer and Schiller 2003). My informants not only spoke of negligible 
distances and homecoming. In fact, a few went as far as declaring Singapore 
and Johor to be ‘the same’, preferring to identify with a larger, supra-
national entity some scholars regard as the Malay world - the Nusantara 
(Rahim 2009)48. Although not exactly as encompassing as the idea of the 
Malay World, having lived through ‘historical Malaya’, my informants have 
taken it upon themselves to dispel the notion of a bounded nation state, 
declaring even Malaysia to be their backyard, a kampung they can return to. 
The informants may ‘belong’ to Singapore but having experienced the 
fluidity of pre-independence physical and cognitive territories, some of the 
informants explained that it is quite difficult to view themselves as separate 
from Malaysia: 
 
“I am Singaporean of course. But then again I feel that I am related to 
Malaysia somehow. It’s like we are one big kampung you know, Malaysia 
and Singapore. Mostly because my parents were from Malaysia and I have 
many relatives in Malaysia although not in Johor.” (Kamal) 
 
In fact, some of my informants explained that that they still maintain 
relations with kin and friends based in Malaysia: 
 
“I have relatives living in Malacca, Negeri Sembilan and Selangor. 
When we were healthier, at least once a year we visited them and their 
families. It was expensive for them to come and visit us in Singapore. But 
now, since I’m living in Johor, they come and visit us occasionally. You see 
it's important to keep ties intact. Make us feel like one big family irrespective 
of country.” (Idah and Rosli) 
                                               
48 Both of these terms refer to the larger historical Malay world covering 




The manner in which historical frames of reference have been invoked 
to construct one’s identity has been discussed in the migration literature. In 
his discussion on transnationalism, Vertovec (2004) uses the term ‘bifocality’ 
to describe the transformations to the meanings of ‘home’ for migrants 
straddling between the here and there; a fitting concept for how the 
informants in my study conceive of home vis a vis the kampung. For them, 
kampung and home in the form of ‘historical Malaya’ constitutes a life world 
which is deeply linked to their descendents and the implicit 
acknowledgement of historical migration patterns. This bifocality was also 
explained to extend to how individuals construct social relations which 
transcend geographical lines as the case of my informants above (Mahler 
1998). 
 
Yet, we should also consider such a discursive practice within the 
context of relations between Singaporeans and Malaysian in Kampung 
Makmur. This is especially relevant in answering one of Portes & Dewind’s 
(2004) questions of how the presence of immigrants has affected the 
receiving society. In the interviews at least, the locals in Kampung Makmur 
were very receptive to Singaporeans living in among them. On the level of 
everyday interactions however, things take a slightly different turn. While 
Singaporeans are welcome to live in the kampung and are included in its 
activities, they are not allowed to participate in the democratic processes in 
the kampung, particularly those which concern the development of the 
kampung. Additionally, some of the locals were slightly unhappy that the 
perceived ‘wealthier’ Singaporeans retirees are occupying an area which is 
supposed to be for low income Malaysians. Further to this, my encounters 
with Malaysians outside of the kampung revealed dissatisfaction and anxiety, 
mostly because of the rising property prices in Johor that is beginning to 
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trouble low income Malaysians. Such sentiments have also been echoed in 
the media and by popular figures such as Malaysia’s retired prime minister, 
Mahathir Mohamad49. Hence, while the Singaporean retirees justify their 
presence in Kampung Makmur through expressing affiliation with ‘historical 
Malaya’, it is often met with reluctance or even resistance. In fact, it seems 
like the local community structure manages the presence of Singaporeans in 
the kampung through certain unspoken rules such as delimiting political 
participation in the kampong as well as other subtle practices on the 
everyday level of which I shall elaborate in the following chapter. There is a 
significant contradiction in the life experiences of the retired migrant which 
manifests in a sense of liminality. On one hand, the Singaporean retirees are 
well received as expressed by the locals and able to integrate quite easily 
because of similarities in culture and language. On the other hand, there is 
apparent tension which exists as a result of the curtailment of certain 
liberties for foreigners in the kampung. It is possible then to interpret the 
professing of one’s affinity with ‘historical Malaya’ to be a reactive practice, 
one which is invoked as a coping mechanism to iron out the dissonance 
caused by being ‘accepted but not quite’ in the kampong. 
 
5.5 Networks in Retirement Migration 
In the previous sections, I sought to present two factors which had 
influenced the decision for retirement migration for my informants who are 
in Kampung Makmur. These are the economic as well as lifestyle 
considerations. I had also alluded to the importance of networks at the 
beginning of this chapter. The presence of networks is important in helping 
with the decisions of the potential migrant for a few reasons. 
                                               
49 Former Prime Minister Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad reportedly said that 
Iskandar would help Singapore expand its sovereignty and drive Malays into 
the “forest”. (Lian 2012). 
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Firstly, they act as channels of information and action for prospective 
migrants. This is evident in the case of retired migrants in my study. The 
migrant networks are composed of family and friends and they provide some 
kind of assurance to the potential migrants. Almost all of my informants are 
related to each other. Some of them are related to locals in the kampung 
too. There is a row of three houses where couples Siti-Omar and Hajar-
Kasim live50. Beside their house is where the widowed lady, Timah lives too. 
Omar and Timah are siblings while Siti and Kasim are cousins. It was Siti-
Omar who had moved to Kampung Makmur from Singapore over eighteen 
years ago after Omar retired. Kasim explained that his cousin Siti had visited 
him in Singapore one day and she had explained to him how it was in 
Kampung Makmur. Kasim added that he was attracted to the idea of a 
‘cheaper and simpler kampung lifestyle’ that his cousin had portrayed and 
urged her to make enquiries on the possibility of purchasing a house over in 
Kampung Makmur. Siti-Omar then met with the ketua, who made 
arrangements to secure the empty lot beside Siti-Omar’s house for Kasim 
and his wife. Timah, who had been living with her children and wanted her 
own house also asked her brother Omar to make enquiries for her. Omar 
managed to speak to the ketua kampung and again, the latter made 
arrangements to have a local’s name put at Timah’s soon to be built house. 
Indeed, Timah felt that it was important to have relatives there because they 
would look after certain administrative needs and show her around in the 
new setting. 
 
Salmah-Hashim meanwhile had Malaysian relatives living in the 
kampung about 20 years ago. Having come from Negeri Sembilan when they 
were younger, both of my informants saw moving to Johor as some sort of 
homecoming. Salmah explained that although she was receptive to the idea, 
                                               
50 I use these hyphenated identities to represent each of the households.  
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it was her husband who was more keen to move to Malaysia, particularly 
because his older cousin’s family was there. Salmah-Hashim were the first 
Singaporeans to shift to Kampung Makmur. Even though their relatives have 
moved to another part of Johor, they still feel at home in the kampung 
because they have made many friends with the locals and are considered by 
the locals to be important members of the kampung community. It was 
Hashim who had encouraged his old friend Omar (who used to work with 
him under the British Military until they left Singapore in 1971) to live in 
Kampung Makmur. For prospective buyers, the idea of having a large home 
and especially living amidst a kampung community was deemed to be 
enticing. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, Johor is considered to be near 
Singapore. The added bonus is that they would have friends and family who 
would help them in the shifting and settling process as some of my 
informants explained. The following illustration (Diagram 3) shows the 





Diagram 3: The Migrant Network in Kampung Makmur 
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These networks do not just facilitate in the technical aspects of 
migration. Because the networks are mostly formed out of family and 
friends, they are also socializing agents which transmit certain cultural 
values and norms which influences migration (Boyd 1989). What I mean by 
norms in relation to migration is essentially the development of a set of 
rationalizations, principles and ideas for migration in a group of people. A 
significant group of poor Bangladeshi men see migration for instance, as a 
rites de passage in the transitioning to adulthood (Kuan 2011:6). In some 
parts of Indonesia too, to migrate or merantau in search of wealth is 
expected of men upon reaching a certain age (Lindquist 2009). In the case 
of this research, the development of a culture of migration is initiated 
through the consistent interaction between those who have migrated and 
friends as well as family members who have not. One good example to 
explain this process would be through the perception of distance between 
Johor and Singapore. Kassim explained that initially, he had thought that the 
idea of having to travel between Singapore and Johor to be ridiculous 
because of the distance. But having encountered close friends who travelled 
between Singapore and Johor quite regularly, he eventually accepted that 
the distance is not as far as it seems. Hence such meetings act as interfaces 
where norms of migration encompassing ideas such as distance and practice 
(the very ritual of travelling for example constitutes a form of cultural 
practice too)are transmitted. Remember that these retired migrants in the 
kampung, at least the younger ones are relatively more mobile and free. 
Some of my informants visit their friends back in Singapore quite frequently. 
This was exactly how the idea of retiring in Johor and Kampung Makmur was 
introduced to the informants. 
 
“We saw them (Salmah-Hashim) regularly while living in Singapore. 
After they sold their house, they still came by and visited us. We went there 
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a few times too. We were attracted by their house, the kampung lifestyle. It 
is very relaxed and spacious. It’s not like they lived so far away from their 
children either. Singapore and Johor are quite near. But one day, after we 
looked at our savings, we decided its time to move to Johor. (Ramlah-
Kamal) 
 
Although there might have been many factors considered, having 
connections to and a network served as the enabling structure which aided 
in the decision to migrate. The process of getting a house using the 
networks in Johor is also quite simple. A contact person who is already living 
in the kampung would raise the matter with the ketua kampung who would 
in turn request a meetup. The ketua kampung would usually be given a 
small administrative fee or ‘duit kopi’ for the process. This is usually around 
the region of RM100. As far as I know, the contact person doesn’t receive 
any form of remuneration. The migrant network flow can be represented as 
such:    
 
Diagram 4: Migrant Network Flow 
 
The implications of a migrant network also spill over to the locals in 
the kampung. The proliferation of elderly, Singaporean migrants in Kampung 
Makmur has led to the demand for certain services which some locals have 
quickly capitalized. Transport for the elderly population is the main form of 
service considering their pendulum lifestyles. In Kampung Makmur, there 
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are two people who provide transport services to the Singaporean elderly. 
The two men, Jamil and Ariffin have their own multi-purpose vehicles and 
are often employed by the Singaporean elderly, so much so that it has 
become their main source of income. For both of these men who are 
incidentally retired too, this form of spare income is very welcomed. 
Business is pretty brisk and they get at least one call per week. The charges 
are standard – RM50 per person per trip. So one trip to Singapore would 
usually yield RM100 with an elderly couple. Sometimes, they explain that the 
Singaporean retirees would want to make trips to other parts of Malaysia. 
Then the charges would vary depending on the distance and time. On short 
two day one night trip to Rembau from Kampung Makmur, Salmah said that 
they (with her husband) spent close to RM250. They also paid for the petrol 
and Ariffin’s meals. I had followed some of the retirees on short trips to Batu 
Pahat and Kota Tinggi in the northern part of Johor. I observed that apart 
from driving the elderly around, Ariffin also entertained the elderly 
Singaporeans and supported them when they required help. The same could 
be said for Jamil, the other driver. 
 
Some of the other services that the elderly often require are clearing 
out the weed from their gardens (which I learnt from trying, can be 
physically taxing) as well as the general cleaning up of the compound. Most 
of the elderly retirees have large houses but they do not have the strength 
to clean all of it themselves. I noticed that the elderly retirees would often 
call upon Mawar, a relatively poor, unemployed local lady whose husband Jo, 
worked at one of the wood mills in the industrial area. Having only 
completed primary school, Jo has to contend with a contract job. At times, 
when there is no wood in the mill, the boss will merely tell him not to come 
for work. As such, the income for his household is inconsistent. This is where 
Jo and his wife Mawar finds having elderly Singaporean retirees in the 
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kampung to be advantageous. For them, the elderly retirees provide an 
alternative source of income. Mawar and Jo explained that the elderly 
retirees pay them quite handsomely. The elderly retirees meanwhile, 
expressed that they are sympathetic to the plight of kampung people like 
Mawar and Jo. More than once, as Salmah explained, the elderly retirees 
have helped them in times of need. Mawar and Jo have a long standing 
relationship with two of the longest staying Singaporean households in the 
kampung, Salmah-Hashim and Siti-Omar. Siti-Omar had once lent them a 
substantial amount of money to prepare for the wedding of Mawar’s son 
even though she had not asked to borrow any money. Other times, Salmah 
had lent Mawar money for her child’s school fees too. Salmah and Siti 
explained that because they have known Mawar and Jo for so long, it was 
only appropriate that they helped them. Mawar and Jo are not the only poor 
couple who receive a steady stream of assistance from the Singaporean 
migrants. There are three other couples who I observed to have received 
consistent financial assistance by other Singaporean migrants too. The 
relationship between the retired migrants and the poor people in the 
kampung is not lost on other members of the kampung. Tok Din, the village 
head explains that a significant portion of the kampung people here are 
barely surviving. They earn very little. That is why they cannot possibly 
provide any form of financial help to people like Mawar and Jo. But some of 
the retired migrants have been kind enough to provide financial assistance 
to the couple and he found this to be exemplary. The process of helping and 
aiding each other in times of need is especially interesting in the context of 
the kampung with retired migrants because it unearths the kampung 
dynamics, the migrant experience and the life of the elderly. The next 




































6.1 Dynamics of Kampung Life 
In the previous chapter, I had described the motivations of the retired 
Singaporeans, contextualizing them within the socio economic situation of 
elderly Malays in Singapore as well as the prevailing nostalgia on the 
‘kampung’ in Singapore (Chua 1994).  I also explained the workings of the 
migrant network and its linkages with the kampung administration which 
consist of Malaysian Malays from the kampung. The migrant network 
operate on the basis of prior relations between prospective migrants and a 
high amount of trust in the assurances given through said relations. None of 
the Singaporeans stand to gain anything tangible from having their friends 
or relatives move there. Only the ketua kampung it seems (and if he is to be 
believed, the kampung administration to which he channels the money), 
stand to gain from the ‘coffee money’ given to him by the Singaporean 
migrants for every transaction. This coffee money also comes with an 
assurance that the Singaporean migrants’ interests in the kampung will be 
well taken care of. I also mentioned the process of proxy ownership for the 
Singaporean migrants who are not qualified under Malaysian law to own 
homes in the particular kampung. This will be elaborated in the subsequent 
paragraphs. But it is clear from the description above that the migrant 
network hinges on a high amount of trust. This notion of trust and relations 
will be explored further in this chapter. I will begin by linking the migrant 
network with the precarious practice of home ownership by proxy in the 
kampung. This will be followed by an exploration of the network of relations 
and activities in the kampung. I posit that participation in these networks of 
relations and the kampung activities are an essential process of integration 
for Singaporean migrants in order for them to be accepted by the 
community and tap on the resources (in the form of transfers for the elderly) 
available in the kampung. There are certain restrictions to participation in 
the kampung organization based on gender and constructions of citizenship 
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as I shall elaborate. The discussion on networks, activity and agency in this 
chapter will be subsumed under the framework of social capital which I felt 
to resonate best with the data collected from this research. The linkages 
between these themes and social capital shall also be made clearer in this 
chapter. 
 
6.2 Paying for a house you don’t own 
Contrary to Hans Dieter Ever’s (1977:211) observation of the 
particularly messy settlement practices in Malaysian kampungs, the 
workings of the property sector in Kampung Makmur is quite systematic. The 
ketua kampung and his team of kampung administrators keep track of all 
the property transactions in the kampung.  Permission to build a house is 
granted fairly easily. Interested buyers would have to meet the ketua 
kampung and express their intention to buy the house located on a lot (all of 
which are approximately the same size), after which they would be given a 
quotation. The value of the property depends on the condition of the house. 
The typical price of a complete house would be between RM10,000 to 
20,000. The owners determine the price based on the advise of the ketua 
kampung. Some of the bigger houses can fetch up to RM50,000. An empty 
lot goes for as low as RM5,000. Once the price and mode of payment has 
been agreed upon by the two parties involved, the ketua kampung would 
then proceed with the paperwork comprising transference of titles for which 
he is entitled to ‘duit kopi’ (usually  RM100)51. The new owners can choose 
to tear down the preexisting house on the lot, make some adjustments to it 
or build a new house. 
                                               
51 The transfer of ‘duit kopi’ or coffee money is a common practice in the 
kampung. It is basically a small fee paid for a service. Naturally, the ‘duit 
kopi’ for more complex services such as property transactions involving 
foreign purchases are higher. 
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The process of buying a house for Singaporeans is slightly different. 
Because foreigners are not allowed to own property in Kampung Makmur, 
much has to be done to get around these legal restrictions. For instance, a 
Singaporean buyer would have to use the name of a Malaysian relative if 
they do have any willing to help. Only four of the retired Singaporean 
households I interviewed followed this route. Otherwise, the ketua kampung 
would arrange for the house to be bought using the name of a fellow 
kampung resident who does not have his or her name on a land title (usually 
someone’s wife). The signs of this negotiated ownership are then 
prominently displayed – the doors of my Singaporean informants always had 
names other than theirs. This symbol represents the fact that the 
Singaporean retirees do not own the houses even if they’ve paid tens of 
thousands of ringgit for it. I found this to be unsettling; particularly because 
of the legal conundrum that would arise when such an arrangement 
unravels. For one, if the person whose name was on the land title decides to 
claim the property for whatever reason52, the Singaporean retirees living 
there would not be able to turn to any form of legal recourse53. The 
secretary general of the JSCA expressed concern at such risky dealings. He 
explained that in such scenarios, even sanctioned institutions like the JSCA 
would not be able to render any form of aid to the affected simply because 
the prior arrangements are illegal. Quite remarkably though, while I 
struggled to comprehend the precarious nature of such an agreement, my 
Singaporean informants were not at all concerned: 
 
                                               
52 I had checked with the locals and Singaporeans in Kampung Makmur and 
this has never happened before.  
53 Another forseeable problem was that if the Singaporean owners passed 
away, their children would not be able to claim the property as inheritance. 
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“What do we have to worry about here? Don’t worry. We kenal54  the 
person whose name my house is registered to. In fact, we drink coffee 
together!” (Hashim) 
 
This sense of assuredness isn’t derived from ‘knowing’ the person 
whose name is neatly affixed on their house door or the ketua kampung’s 
stellar endorsement of that particular individual. Rather, such an astounding 
sense of trust is borne out of a particular social organization of which the 
characteristics I shall seek to expound in the coming section. 
 
6.3 Kampung Ties: To Kenal Everyone 
James Coleman’s (1988) brief description of the New York wholesale 
diamond scene in his treatise of ‘social capital’ comes to mind when 
analyzing such a situation in the kampung: 
 
“In a process of negotiating a sale, a merchant will hand over to 
another merchant a bag of stones for the latter to examine in private at his 
leisure, with no formal insurance that the latter will not substitute one or 
more inferior stones or a paste replica. The merchandise maybe worth 
thousands or hundreds of thousands of dollars...If any member of this 
community defected through substituting other stones or through stealing 
stones in his temporary possession, he would lose family, religious and 
community ties.” (Coleman 1988:S98-9) 
 
A key feature which contributes to such trust is familiarity within a 
closed community. In the case of the wholesale diamond market for 
                                               
54 The term kenal which translates to ‘know’ implies familiarity and ties 
(strong or weak) with the other party. 
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instance, Coleman (1988) reveals that they’re formed by Jewish people with 
a high degree of intermarriage, who live in the same area in Brooklyn, and 
go to the same synagogue. Transgression is often met with informal social 
sanctions; one may stand to lose ties and trust. Hence, with the 
disincentives laid clearly, deviation from the rules and norms are rare. The 
kampung life shares these characteristics too. This was revealed to me in 
one of my many sembang55 sessions at Hashim’s house: 
 
“Here in the kampung, everyone kenal each other (a motorcycle 
passes by and the rider waves at us). Ah you see the person who just 
passed by? Thats Maaruf. He lives near the end of the kampung. I don’t 
quite remember the number but I can show you which one it is.” (Salmah) 
 
In the context of the kampung, to kenal someone does not necessarily 
equate to strong ties. The strength of relations depends on a combination of 
the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding) 
and the reciprocal services which characterize the tie (Granovetter 
1973:1361). The more intense one’s commitment to the other based on 
these factors, the greater the strength of the tie. Even in the context of a 
small kampung with only one hundred households, generally people do not 
maintain strong ties with everyone; only a small group of people, usually 
their bersembang circle (which I shall elaborate in the coming sections)56. 
This applies to the Singaporean retirees too. 
 
                                               
55 Bersembang is to sit together in a small group to talk. This will be 
elaborated in the coming sections. 
56 There are other cliques such as the coffee shop clique and the 
administrative functionaries clique formed around the ketua kampung. The 
latter also form the backbone of the kampung organization or jawatankuasa. 
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Yet how does the extent of connectedness relate to the sense of 
security expressed by Salmah, Hashim and the rest of the Singaporean 
retirees living in the kampung? It is here that I shall explain social capital as 
a frame of reference to examine the workings of the kampung. 
 
6.4 Detour: Social Capital 
There has been inexhaustible discussions on the concept of social 
capital since it was thrust into political discourse by Robert Putnam’s seminal 
works - Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy 
(1993)(and Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American 
Community (2000). Within the academic circle at least, debates on how the 
concept is approached persists to this day. Despite the numerous theoretical 
directions on social capital, I believe the gamut can be crystallized into three 
strands relevant to this thesis, espoused by Robert Putnam, Pierre Bourdieu 
and James Coleman respectively. 
 
Although Putnam was not the first to discuss the concept, his ideas on 
social capital and sociability gained considerable traction within political 
discourse mainly because it provided ‘less costly, non-economic solutions to 
social problems’ (Portes 1998:3). For Putnam (1993:167), social capital 
refers to ‘features of social organization such as trust, norms and networks’ 
that instills and facilitates trust and cooperation between individuals, 
providing a platform for positive collective action. This conception of social 
capital is not dissimilar to Coleman’s (1988) treatment of social capital, in 
which he elaborates on the ‘obligations, information channels and social 
norms, all of which relate to some aspect of the structure and facilitates 
certain actions of actors within a structure’ (ibid:S98). Coleman (1988) too 
explains social capital to inhere in the structure of relations (horizontal) 
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between and among actors, creating norms of trust and reciprocity57. 
Putnam (1993) however emphasizes the importance of civic participation in 
formal organizations. This kind of participation, Putnam (1993, 2000) 
believes, develops the metaphorical glue holding society together while 
providing readily accessible ‘public goods’ in many forms58 (Cannuscio et al. 
2003:395). The expectation based on his studies of civic participation in 
Italy is that this very model of society inculcates receptivity towards 
diversity, habits of cooperation, social solidarity, public spiritedness and 
mutual trust, hence contributing to highly desirable policy goals such as 
lower crime rates and better health in general (Coalter 2008). Scholars such 
as Baum (1999) have forwarded criticisms of Putnam’s (1993) earlier work, 
arguing that it over-romanticizes the gemeinschaft and assumes that close 
knit communities are necessarily healthy. On the contrary, ‘it is possible that 
they can be exclusionary and distrustful of outsiders, and may not be 
healthy for those who are not part of them or those within them who 
disagree with the majority’ (Baum 1999:2). This inadvertent feature of social 
capital, while beneficial in the sense that it allows for a sense of security in 
the kampung, also imposes constraints on individuals as I shall seek to 
elaborate. In his later study, Putnam (2000) addressed such criticisms by 
refining his analysis with a distinction between bridging and bonding social 
capital. He explains how bridging social capital is preferred to bonding social 
capital because the former which is based on relationships between diverse 
individuals has the potential to generate widespread benefits for the larger 
                                               
57 Failure to adhere to these norms would invite sanctions (as I had alluded 
to in the vignette detailing the relations of Jewish diamond traders), usually 
in the form of exclusion from group relations, cutting off any form of 
resource the relations may have potentially provided. 
58 Shamsul’s (1991) study also reports the significance of civic participation 
in the kampung context, although he was just as intent to illustrate how 
involvement in formal associations in the kampung usually had to do with 
obtaining political patronage within the larger framework of the highly 
politicized administrative kampung.  
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community. Bonding social capital derived from closed relationship circles 
such as the family meanwhile, have limited impact on the larger community 
although they can be useful to the individual. This idea of accruing varied 
forms of benefits from different forms of relationships though isn’t exactly 
new as has been covered by Mark Granovetter (1973) with his instructive 
coverage of strong and weak ties. These two types of relationships are not 
mutually exclusive and can work simultaneously as I shall illustrate in the 
case of the retired migrants in Kampung Makmur. 
 
Compared to Putnam’s (1993, 2000) works, Pierre Bourdieu’s (2001) 
ideas of social capital do not focus so much on interrelations within the 
community and its benefits. Bourdieu (2001) utilizes the theoretical 
constructs of habitus, field and capital to offer a nuanced understanding of 
how social, economic and cultural capital converges to shape relations 
between the structure and the individual. For Bourdieu (2001), a type of 
capital only assumes value in a specific field. The idea of a field is especially 
crucial in the context of migration studies; what qualifies as capital in 
Singapore might have been rendered invalid in a new context such as 
Kampung Makmur. Connections and networks that would have been useful 
in securing certain resources might not be as useful in new contexts. The 
result is that immigrants would often have to work to establish new forms of 
networks for the new context. But what about the migrant networks that I 
examined earlier? Suffice to say; in a context where the retired migrants are 
not able to fully assimilate due to extant notions of citizenship, migrant 
networks have limited impact. For these retired migrants, embedding 
themselves within an environment of social capital is crucial to secure 
certain types of transfers from the community especially during the later 
stages of being elderly. The ‘mere presence of a tie between two people 
does not equate with the provision of support’ (Walker, Wasserman, and 
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Wellman 1993:72). Elderly retired migrants still have to engage in what I 
would like to call social capital projects to actualize the support and transfers 
in the community. In order to secure social capital in the kampung, 
economic and cultural capital come into play and that is where we may 
observe differences between the retired migrants. Bourdieu (2001) 
demonstrates social capital - a collective resource based on a network of 
connections which opens doors to opportunities to secure material or 
symbolic profits – as a resource that is unequally distributed based on one’s 
biography. This inequality ultimately shapes power relations within society 
and community. While one would expect such a mode of analysis to lead to 
different outcomes of ageing in the context of the kampung, my studies 
indicate otherwise. Instead, culture in the kampung seems a major 
intervening factor in equalizing resource transfer in the kampung. 
 
6.5 Turning Relations into Actions 
While I shall explain that the participation of kampung activities are 
more informal than formal, the implications of such are undoubtedly positive 
as Putnam (1993) would have suggested. For one, the elderly migrants have 
stood to benefit in terms of emotional and physical transfers. This effect is 
very much based on instrumental-rational behaviour and norms of 
reciprocity Coleman (1988) suggests. The retired migrants put a lot of effort 
in integrating into society through social capital projects, expecting returns. 
One of the benefits of living in such a social environment is trust and 
security. For example, in Chua’s (1994) work on nostalgia and the kampung, 
he explains how the extent of interconnectedness culminates in a 
panopticonic super structure which presides over the kampung space. 
Members of the kampung are constantly subjected to the evaluative gaze, 




Hypothetically, such structures can be evoked in examining the case of 
Singaporean home ownership in the kampung. This state of being connected 
in the web of relations ‘activates’ resources such as security and the 
assurance that their ownership of the houses bought will not be 
compromised. In short, how social relations relate to the idea of social 
capital is when the said relations becomes concretized into actions (Coleman 
1988:100). The process of a locally mediated house ownership, precarious 
as it may seem to the uninitiated observer, is therefore relatively safe as 
long as it remains encapsulated within this elaborate framework of relations 
and trust. The property, although not in the actual owner’s name, would be 
accorded the same treatment as if it belonged to them. My Singaporean 
informants explained that in all their years of staying and owning a house in 
the kampung, they have never had a problem where they had to relinquish 
their houses, neither have they ever heard of such a problem affecting other 
Singaporeans in the kampung. 
 
There was however, an ongoing case where an elderly Singaporean 
couple have been told to relocate to another lot in the kampung because the 
state authorities had decided to build a road linking the kampung to the 
industrial area directly behind it. Wahidah and Norman live in one of the 
largest and most well equipped houses in the kampung. They explained that 
they spent close to a RM100,000 to build and renovate the house. Yet the 
compensation the authorities have decided to grant them was a measly 
RM5000. The explanation given by the State Land Authorities was that since 
this was a low cost housing area, the compensation value would be capped. 
In this case where his authority has been overridden, the ketua kampung 
has his hands tied. The only thing he was able to do was to give the elderly 
couple a lot of their choice from what was already available. This though, 
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was one of the rare cases where the administrative kampung as an 
apparatus of the state had intervened and destabilized the retirement plans 
of the elderly retirees and in particular the nostalgic construction of the 
kampung. At the time of research, the couple were obviously quite unhappy 
with the decision. Despite the setbacks, they explained that they would 
continue staying in the kampung if the plan does go forward59. For them 
especially, having lived there for many years and since they consider the 
kampung to be their first home, returning to Singapore was the last option. 
 
“As long as we can tahan60, we’ll stay here. We prefer it here. It’s 
better here.” (Wahidah and Norman) 
 
When queried of the possibility for such a thing to happen to them, the 
other Singaporean informants were quick to point out its improbability 
although when pushed for a hypothetical answer, most of them expressed 
the same decision to stay on for ‘as long as they can’. Such statements 
allude to a number of issues which will be discussed in the rest of this thesis. 
In fact, in raising crucial considerations like affordability and ability, it 
interrogates an often forgotten facet of retirement migration – how do the 
retired migrants lead their lives as elderly in a new community? 
 
Under the framework of social capital, I posit that one of the ways in 
which the retired migrants negotiate their everyday lives and secure 
emotional and physical transfers is through social capital projects. I define 
social capital projects as investments in relations and ties, mostly strong 
                                               
59 Having stayed in Malaysia for a while, I learnt that until a plan, even a 
government plan, is actually executed and completed, it remains tentative. 
The bureaucracy and workings of the Malaysian state is notorious for its 
inefficiency. The only time when the state bureaucracy becomes efficient 
would be in the pre-election period.  
60 Tahan means withstand/persevere. 
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ties, in expectation of reciprocal action. Why am I focusing on these two 
transfers instead of financial transfers is simply because my preliminary 
surveys of the financial status of the retirees indicated that most of them 
receive regular contributions from their children in Singapore, albeit small 
amounts. Furthermore, Campbell & Lee’s (1992) quantitative study on 
personal neighbour networks for the American elderly showed that it is the 
‘neighbours who become a source of emotional and instrumental support...’ 
where children are not in close proximity (ibid:1081). Further to this, the 
authors also showed that the reliance on neighbours increase in the absence 
of extra-neighbourhood support (for example formal welfare organizations). 
This is very much the case for the Singaporean retired migrants in the 
kampung who are not supported by the Malaysian state or the JSCA 
transborder organization due to the illegal settlement practice. Hence, the 
kampung neighbours, especially those in the bersembang circle with whom 
the retired migrants have strong ties with, assume a central role in the 
different aspects of the elderly’s everyday life. 
 
6.6 Kampung: A life of projects and involvements 
In the preceding sections, I had sought to explain the importance of 
trust in networks, which ensures some form of security and stability in the 
kampung context. Security and stability are very important to the 
Singaporean retirees. Those who frequently oscillate between the kampong 
and Singapore often leave their houses in the kampong at the mercy of 
burglars and in fact there have been a few cases where the houses left 
unattended for an extended period of time were broken into at night. While 
it is true that the Johor state government has stepped up security and 
surveillance, its reach is very much limited to the urban areas and select 
locales where prime property sits. Having a good relationship with one’s 
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immediate neighbour, be it local or Singaporean, is therefore quite crucial 
because they would be able to help look after the house when it is 
unoccupied. Singaporean couples living beside each other sometimes 
stagger their returns in order to help each other look after the house. 
 
But there is more to social capital than just security and stability. In 
fact these are just some of the resources available to the kampung people 
and in particular, the elderly Singaporeans who live there. At the everyday 
level, the Singaporean elderly is able to invoke various resources, in 
particular physical help from locals and to a smaller extent, other elderly 
Singaporean retirees. In addition to that, living in the kampung also provides 
emotional fulfillment through community and recreational activities for the 
elderly. Ultimately, the involvement in the kampung’s informal organizations 
link back to the kind of resources that would be made available to the 
elderly retired migrant. It is here that I would like to posit that only through 
activity and involvement would the elderly Singaporean retirees be able to 
‘activate’ certain resources within the network. These resources become 
even more crucial when we consider the distance between the elderly 
retirees and their children in Singapore which severely limits physical 
transfers. I shall proceed to describe this process in the following section. 
 
6.7 Leisure Activities as Social Capital Projects  
In discussing the topic of activity, involvement and transfers, I would 
like to shift the focus of social capital away from trust networks and security 
and onto aspect of it which ‘inheres in the structure of relations between and 
among actors’ (Coleman 1988:S98). Within this structure as I have 
suggested, participants in a particular network are able to draw on certain 
resources only if they are actively involved in social capital projects. I had 
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alluded to some form of an exchange framework occuring within the 
kampung. I will stop short of characterizing the processes as purely rational, 
driven by the kampung homo economicus. To reduce the understanding of 
such activities as instrumentally driven would only work to obfuscate the 
dynamics in these activities as well as the richness of meaning given to 
them. Instead, I will attempt to shed light on the cultural underpinnings that 
both motivate and structure the social capital in the kampung and I will 
begin by rendering a description of some of the activities the kampung folk, 
especially the retired and the elderly, engage in. While it may seem that I 
am placing too much importance on leisurely activities, I believe they are 
crucial interfaces in the lives of the retired migrants which allows the 
researcher to understand social interaction on the everyday community 
level. The retired migrants being retired, expectedly construct most of their 
activities as leisure. 
 
There are three factors to consider when we look at how the retired 
migrants engage in leisurely activities. Firstly, leisurely activities are often 
undertaken as a group. Although there are some leisurely activities that are 
conducted individually such as gardening, reading and watching televsion, in 
examining the ‘kampung spirit’ and participation in the kampung, I will focus 
on the collective activities and the importance of such collective activities. 
Secondly, gender plays a very important part in how the idea of leisure 
isconstructed by the retired migrants. Teo (1997) explains in her study of 
Singaporean elderly women that many of the leisure activities engaged are 
“... extensions of the reproductive roles that they play” (Teo 1997:660). The 
author goes on to elaborate that because of this, the elderly Singaporean 
woman is spatially bound, with her options for leisure having to correspond 
to her primary identity as a caregiver and/or household manager. Thirdly, 
using empirical examples, I will extend the second point by explaining how 
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gender actually determines the extent of one’s participation in leisure 
activities in the kampung. Following from this, I shall then describe the 
nuanced dynamics of reciprocity and obligations in the kampung under the 
framework of social capital. 
 
6.8 Bersembang, Ties and Companionship 
One of the most prominent feature of kampung architecture is the 
halaman, an open space within the lot, usually located in front of the house. 
The size, construction and composition of each halaman vary from balconies 
called the serambi, a carpeted wooden stage called the ambin on which 
people sit, to simply tables and chairs under a tree. Regardless of the form, 
these spaces share a common function which is to serve as a gathering place 
for small group interaction. To participate in these small gatherings is to 
bersembang. Bersembang happens in select houses. These are the houses 
belonging to those most senior members in their cliques. The bersembang 
sessions are usually exclusively attended by women, both local and 
Singaporean. The local men (at least those who do not work anyway) do not 
usually bersembang, preferring to sit at the warung or coffee shops from 
early morning to noon instead. But the Singaporean men do bersembang. 
They claim that they do not frequent the warung because the men who 
usually sit there discuss work and politics, both of which are decidedly alien 
to the Singaporean retirees. The women mostly bersembang in the 
afternoon, between the Asar and Magrib prayer times (4:30 – 7:00 PM) 
when the weather is most pleasant but even more importantly, when the 
women who are housewives, are done with their chores. 
While bersembang, individuals would usually exchange stories and 
news about the kampung. But more often than not, the conversations would 
sometimes spiral into gossips. But while all of my informants expressed in 
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their individual interviews that bersembang is a ‘waste of time’ and lead to 
the sinful act of mengumpat (gossipping is regarded with contempt in 
Islam), the housewives and even the Singaporean men regularly afford 
themselves such an indulgence. Such an inconsistency, I believe, is an 
indicator of a crucial social psychological processes undergirding an everyday 
practice. Gluckman (1963:313) points out that ‘gossipship’, the rules and 
norms in gossip, work in such a way that it defines a group: 
 
“The right to gossip about certain people is a privilege which is only 
extended to a person when he or she is accepted as a member of a group or 
set.” (Ibid) 
 
Most of the time, the groups would be gossiping about the people 
considered to be on the periphery of kampung life. This ranged from those 
who do not attend the kampung events or mingle around with the 
neighbours, suspicious characters and newcomers.61 Gossiping about the 
social pariahs in the kampung constitutes an everyday practice for boundary 
maintenance, through which the identity of the kampung folk becomes 
reinforced. This is especially important for the Singaporean retirees who 
alternate between homes in approximately two week durations. 
 
“After being in Singapore for a while, we sit down lah, bersembang. 
Catch up with the news, meet our friends here. We haven’t seen them in a 
long time so its good to hear what’s been happening in the kampung and 
all.” (Halimah) 
 
                                               
61 For example, a gossip theme that was very popular while I was conducting 
my research happened to be about the spate of break ins which hit a few 




Catching up through bersembang it seems, is a form of ritualistic 
practice where the retired migrants reinitiate themselves into the kampung 
after having been away for a while. 
 
Hence, despite its perceived pernicious nature, my Singaporean 
informants continue to bersembang and ‘perform’ gossip, even extending 
their participation to other bersembang circles in the kampung. The 
promiscuous pattern of participation in such ‘informal organizations’ as 
Shamsul (1991) posits, highlight the possibly calculated practices of the 
Singaporean retirees. In line with Coleman’s (1988) arguments, participating 
in the various cliques functions to expand ties and effectively expand their 
resource base. This is largely consonant with Granovetter’s (1973) idea of 
cliques operating within a community. Cliques (formed by individuals with 
strong ties to each other) are interlinked through members who jump 
cliques. Hence, members of one clique may know others and effectively 
widen their network of weak ties through conduits62. Over time, the 
increasing interactions in other kampung spaces such as the surau would 
allow the retired migrants to build ties with more people and embed 
themselves in a wider web of relations. Such a case results in ‘fragmented 
yet cohesive’ (ibid:1374) kampung landscape depicted in the following 
diagram (Diagram 5): 
 
                                               
62 Otherwise weak ties can also be established through fleeting or cursory 
interactions in the various community spaces in the kampung. 
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Diagram 5: Clique Networks in Kampung Makmur 
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My experiences during field work attests to the usefulness of having 
weak ties espoused by Granovetter (1973). In one of the bersembang 
sessions which involved Tipah, Salmah, Hashim,and Omar, Salmah had 
actually voiced his intention to install support handles around the house so 
that he and his wife would be able to move around more safely. Tipah 
recommended another local in the kampung, a retired man who did some 
part time construction. In a matter of minutes, Salmah was in talks with the 
local contractor. By the end of the bersembang session, the details of the 
construction job had been confirmed and Salmah managed to get a good 
discount compared to the cost she would have incurred if she had gone to a 
construction firm in Johor Bahru. 
 
Additionally, the bersembang sessions provide the retirees with useful 
news on administrative matters in the kampung. The long drawn process of 
formalizing the title deeds in the kampung for instance, required many 
stages of form filling and payments. Inquiries directed to the administrative 
bureaucracy often take a while to be answered. Having someone in the 
kampung to provide you with the updates to the process and to call you over 
in Singapore if anything is required immediately is therefore quite crucial63. 
 
The retired migrants who have stayed in the kampung for the longest 
time, particularly Salmah, Hashim, Siti and Omar aren’t very mobile due to 
the onset of osteoarthritis64. Hence they are usually the hosts of 
bersembang sessions for their cliques. Salmah hosts her neighbours in her 
porch where there are chairs and a table. She and Hashim would usually 
                                               
63 The Pejabat Tanah would occasionally ask for administrative payments to 
be settled within a week of notice or maybe have the owners of the homes 
sign some forms. It can be a hassle for the retired migrants who would have 
to return and seek the signature of the person whose name their house is 
registered under. 
64 They used to be very active back when they were healthier. 
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serve tea and some traditional Malay kuihs65. Siti would host the sessions in 
her porch too, equipped with similar furnishing.  Sometimes, the 
Singaporean neighbours in Siti’s cluster would meet under the Cherry tree 
too and she and her husband would serve the participants tea. Mawar, the 
youngest of the three informants, does host bersembang sessions although 
less frequent than the other two due to her childcare duties. She has a large 
porch with a sofa set and some plastic chairs. At times, the visiting 
participants would also bring food such as fresh produce and tropical fruit. 
When inquired if hosting the bersembang sessions was a burden to them 
especially considering their age and physical capacity, my informants replied 
that they enjoy the company and the attention given by those who came by. 
 
“Yes we are old. But I don’t see these people as coming to trouble me. 
I see them as coming to visit me too, to check up on me and my wife. The 
least that we can do is make them tea!” (Siti) 
 
This comment highlights another important function of the 
bersembang. Other than playing the role of information institutes and a site 
of identity, the bersembang is at its simplest yet most crucial, a practice of 
visitation, a form of transfer coming from the kampung folk to the elderly. 
While technology does aid in bridging the distance between the elderly and 
their children, the retired migrants still express appreciation for 
companionship in the form of visits and bersembang. For some of the local 
kampong people, the practice of visiting stems from a sense of deep respect 
for the elderly as informed by religious and cultural norms (Blake 1992). 
Neighbouring and visiting seems to be an important practice across all ages 
in Kampung Makmur and not just for the elderly, although the elderly’s 
reliance on neighbours are higher as anticipated by Campbell & Lee’s (1992) 
                                               
65 Kuihs translate to cakes and pastries. 
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study on the elderly and neighbourhood networks in America. The other 
kampong folk who do not partake in bersembang due to work commitments 
visited some of my informants too. In fact, there was one occasion that Tok 
Din, the village head, came to Salmah’s house on one of the weekends to 
catch up or tanya khabar. Visiting is common practice in the kampung and 
the frequency of visits intensify during the weekends. In a few cases, the 
strong ties which have been nurtured evolve into a form of fictive kinship: 
 
“I don’t have my parents anymore. They have passed away. That’s 
why sometimes I think of R1 as my mother. I go over to talk to her and visit 
her. Furthermore she and her husband are old. So me and  my daughter go 
over to visit them, to check on them.” (Tipah) 
 
This is consonant with the observations in Carsten’s (1995) study of 
migrant integration in the island of Langkawi, Malaysia, in which she 
observed how traditionally understood kin relations develop out of continual 
interactions and relations. She postulates kinship to be a continuous process 
rather than a biological and hereditary state: 
 
“…kinship is never thought of as static but as always in the process of 
being created... communities are imaged in terms of kinship, itself conceived 
as a continuum of relatedness from the close to the distant, which operates 
in an idiom of siblingship.” (ibid: 323) 
 
Expanding on the rather sterile notion of ties and capital as proposed 
by Granovetter (1973), Coleman (1988) and Bourdieu (2001), this study 
affords the reader a peek into the more human aspect of social relations 
which imbibes the cultural dimensions of kampung life. While the vocabulary 
invoked may not necessarily align with Carsten’s (1995) observations of 
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siblingship, kinship terms such as ibu (mother), ayah (father), pak cik 
(uncle), mak cik (aunt) and especially saudara (relative) is regularly 
articulated by my informants when asked to describe what I perceive to be 
strong ties in the context of the kampung. Like other studies on kampung 
relations have shown, one is considered a saudara if the relationship goes 
way back (Yayit 1986). Hence migration does not necessarily entail a 
compromise in social capital due to the greater distance from family and 
friends back at home. In fact, as long as migrants continue to partake in 
integration and establishing new ties, the elderly retiree can ‘reconstitute’ 
social capital through projects (Evergeti & Zontini 2006:1032) 
 
6.9 Participation and Contribution in Community Events 
Bersembang and visits aren’t the only forms of activities that are 
undertaken by the Singaporean informants in the kampung. I had earlier 
explained how bersembang is shaped by the daily schedule of the retired 
female migrant. Most of the activities undertaken by the women in my 
research strongly correlate to their identities as housewives. Going grocery 
shopping and cooking are two main leisure activities for the women in the 
kampung. Shopping is usually done with the bersembang cliques. On the 
two occasions that I followed the women shopping, it was at a wet market 
near the Masai town center rather than the nearby hypermarts. Shopping is 
usually a lively affair filled with haggling and discussions on many things. 
The younger women (and me) would help the older women carry their 
groceries. At the end of the shopping trip, the group usually convenes at the 
food court for their meals. On more than one occasion, the retirees paid for 
the groceries of their local friends whom I knew were less well off. Not 
everyone went to the market though. Those who are less mobile would have 
a member of the shopping convoy help get their groceries. 
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Other than going to the market, one of the most favored activities for 
the retired female migrants is cooking, sometimes alone but usually with 
members from the clique. Mass cooking usually corresponds with kampung 
events like the potluck sessions during the weekly religious classes and 
Thursday night Yasin66 recitation sessions. The Singaporean informants cook 
for the events quite regularly because they are quite free and still able. 
Saodah for instance, makes kuih for the surau67 almost every week. She 
explains that she enjoys doing it very much although she requires more help 
now since she isn’t as mobile as she used to be. Ramlah also cooks for the 
aforementioned events quite regularly, claiming that she too enjoyed it. For 
Ramlah, to provide food for the kampung folk at the surau is a form of 
sedekah or charity. Others like Salmah and Hajar who do not cook for the 
events in the surau (because they are too old) contribute in other ways such 
as helping to buy tea or sponsoring the events financially for instance. As a 
result of such generous contributions, kampung people who visit the mosque 
weekly are never short of food. When there are large scale events to be held 
at the community hall (located in the vicinity of the surau) such as the 
annual hari raya68 meet or the marhaban69, the women of the kampung 
would again be involved in the community effort, doing the shopping, 
preparation and cooking. In such cases, they would usually be coordinated 
by the ketua and his wife. The men are also involved in the preparations, 
helping to put up the tents, arrange the chairs and tables as well as clean 
the surau compound where the events are usually held. The Singaporean 
                                               
66 A form of prayer 
67 A smaller version of the Muslim mosque, usually in villages 
68 Hari Raya literally translates to a day of celebration. It is an occasion 
followed by Muslims worldwide. There are two Hari Raya days, one called 
Hari Raya Aidilfitri and the other Hari Raya Aidiladha. The former marks a 
celebration after a month of fasting and the latter is a celebration marking 
the pilgrimage month. 
69 Marhaban is the celebration of the Prophet Muhammad’s birthday.  
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retirees, despite being old, do help out slightly in the preparatory work 
although as one of them said, it was only to tunjuk muka70 in showing 
support and participation. 
 
To be seen as participating is very important in the kampung. 
Participating can help raise the profile of the retired migrants in the 
kampung by making them more visible in the communal sphere. Even when 
they are not present, the informants would contribute to the event in some 
other way. Those who don’t participate in kampung events are marginalized: 
 
“For the kampung people, most important of all is that you don’t be 
sombong71. What’s wrong with mixing around right? We live in a community. 
You know the example of the barber right? You proud and arrogant, that’s 
what happens to you.” (Tipah) 
 
The story of the barber is a unique one. In the month of July while I 
was conducting research in the kampung, I learnt that a local man in the 
kampung had passed away in the morning. He had never ever attended a 
single kampung event despite having lived there for seven years. He seldom 
spoke to his neighbours too72. His wife was equally reserved. When he 
passed away, nobody except Tok Din and three of his relatives went to visit 
him. Salmah and Tipah explained that usually, when someone passes away 
in the kampung, at least half of the kampung would make an effort to attend 
the funeral. This was seen as a very important gesture to my informants 
because firstly, it is believed that the more people attending one’s funeral, 
                                               
70 Literally translates to show face, meaning to show up and be present at an 
event. 
71 Sombong means proud or arrogant.  
72 To put things into perspective, even the supposed kampung youth 
delinquents attended the events at the surau, although they did make their 
way off with the surau donation box.  
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the more people who would pray for the departed. Secondly, having many 
people at your funeral is also indicative of the amount of respect the 
deceased is accorded in the village, a form of symbolic capital for a 
particular family or household. 
 
At this juncture, there are two observations that I wish to discuss. 
Firstly, it is evident that participation and contribution on the part of the 
migrants signal an ongoing commitment to maintain the social relations and 
hence networks in the kampung. In doing so, the retired migrants are able 
to continue tapping onto social capital as a resource. This relationship is 
symbiotic but also constraining in the way that it imposes a certain lifestyle 
onto those living in the kampung. Social networks, as Berkman & Seeman’s 
(1988) study claim, can also be a source of strain especially for old retired 
migrants who may no longer have the physical ability to participate regularly 
or do not not wish to adopt the dominant kampung lifestyle as the case of 
the barber. But the barber, being a middle aged local, was able to tap onto 
the institutions outside of the kampung and lead his life somewhat 
independent of the community. This is not possible for the retired migrants, 
who are not even supported by the transborder organization discussed 
earlier (Johor Singapore Comcare Association). The only form of alternative 
resource besides the kampung people would be their children across the 
border and based on my interviews with the retired migrants, it is seldom 
called upon except during emergencies. Pohjola (1991:437) extends this 
notion of dependency trap for migrants, explaining it to be an unintended 
effect of the migrant network, which while providing support and security, 
also determines the life trajectory of the individuals in the migrant 
destination. While participating in the kampung events allows for the gradual 
accumulation of social capital which aids ageing, it is at the expense of their 
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autonomy73. Yet it is a tradeoff the retired migrants are content with, 
considering their perceived affinity with kampung life. 
 
Another observation that I wish to explore concerns the activities and 
the people who participate in these activities. Building on Teo’s (1997) thesis 
which suggested that leisure activities for elderly women are very much 
attached to their gender roles, I posit that for the female migrants in 
Kampung Makmur, there is a convergence between leisure activity, 
reproductive roles as well as social capital projects. For one, I have 
explained how participation in activities like shopping, cooking and 
bersembang, all of which constitute social capital projects are very much 
gender based both in form and the spaces in which they are executed. 
Hence, women are more active in their undertaking of social capital projects 
compared to the men. The reason for this is that the kampung spaces in 
which the retired men are expected to interact such as the surau and the 
coffee shops are also ‘political spaces’ in the sense that most of what is 
being discussed concern kampung and national politics. I shall explain this 
further in the following section on the surau. 
 
6.10 The Surau 
The community activity that the kampung people participate in mostly 
has a religious tinge and is based in the surau. This aligns with Ever’s (1977) 
finding that the Malay’s conception of religious space is centrifocal. 
Whenever in Johor, the retired migrants would usually attend the religious 
classes at the surau during the weekends. The classes are split by gender as 
with most Islamic religious activities – the men’s session is on Sunday 
                                               





mornings whereas the women’s session is on Saturday mornings. These last 
between one and a half to two hours - an hour is dedicated to the lesson and 
the subsequent half hour is usually spent on a potluck session. This is the 
time where kampung people would share food brought from home. 
Naturally, the gender-separate sessions meant that I wasn’t able to attend 
the women’s’ religious classes. But based on my interviews, the women, 
especially the locals who had been working on the weekdays, use this 
opportunity to catch up with the current affairs in the kampung, very much 
like bersembang. 
 
But my observations of the men revealed an interesting dynamic 
similar to that at the warung I had explored earlier. Upon finishing the class, 
the men would adjourn to a small space right outside the surau where there 
are tables and chairs set up74. The group of men comprising locals and 
Singaporeans would then sit down to eat and chat. The Singaporean men 
meanwhile, would proceed to the table, place their food, smile, hang around 
to chat for a while and leave after ten minutes. 
 
In the ten minutes, the communication that ensued between the 
Singaporean men and the local men was perfunctory at best. An example 
would be as such: 
 
Haji Kassim approaching the table with Haji Omar. 
 
Kassim: Hey Ariffin. Here’s some food my wife made. 
Ariffin: Wah. What is this? 
Kassim: Something Mak Aji (referring to his wife) made. I hope it’s nice. 
Ariffin: Of course it is! If Mak Aji made it it would surely be nice! 
                                               
74 The women would usually just eat inside the surau prayer space itself. 
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Kassim: Okay Ariffin. Me and Haji Omar shall take our leave. 
Ariffin: Alright. See you around! 
 
Such conversations occurred regularly enough for me to deduce that 
the Singaporean men find it awkward to be around the local men at the 
surau. This was very surprising, considering how long they have stayed in 
the kampung. The Thursday night prayer recitation sessions were even more 
revealing. Between the maghrib and isha’ prayer times75, the men would 
usually gather at the halaman again while waiting for the night prayers. In 
such scenarios, I observed that the Singaporean informants would isolate 
themselves from the larger group, preferring to sit inside the surau and 
talking among themselves. They explained that they were not able to relate 
to the topics in the discussions. Curious, I attempted to mingle with the local 
men at the surau. The experience, as I recorded in my research journal, was 
disastrous: 
 
“I decided to join the men after the prayers had ended. To introduce 
myself (not as a researcher), to be in the frame, to be known to the people 
in the surau and generally, the kampung. I felt that it was an important 
undertaking. The men seated around the dinner table were mostly middle 
aged, me being the exception. They were very welcoming too, pushing 
plates of food and pouring me a cup of tea. They talked about durians and 
fishing initially, with Cik Jo providing an impressive tale about how he 
earned some money by selling off the fish he caught at the village fishing 
spot. I chipped in with some casual comments to try and blend in. After a 
while, the conversation gravitated towards politics – UMNO, PAS, Datuk this, 
                                               
75 Magrib usually occurs around seven in the evening whereas Isha’ will take 
place around quarter past eight at night.  
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Menteri that.76 I didn’t, nay I couldn’t interject. I had been warned by R3 
and R4 to not discuss political matters with the locals for fear of incurring 
their wrath. Slowly, amidst the increasingly heated conversation, I became 
irrelevant and was effectively silenced.” (Research Journal: 24th October 
2012) 
 
I had thought quite optimistically that the awkwardness would 
eventually dissipate as I continued to present myself within the kampung. I 
went to the surau every Thursday and Saturday mornings for the religious 
classes. After three months, I knew more people; I knew the names of all 
the local regulars in the surau despite not seeing them often. They too knew 
who I was – the curious young man from the city who wanted to know more 
about kampung life. I often volunteered to help in the kampung events. 
They knew my name and would greet me and ask how my family in 
Singapore was. Yet I still felt awkward conversing with local men at the 
warung or surau. I felt that I was treated as an outsider by virtue of my 
being Singaporean. An exchange with one of the kampung locals 
summarized this quite succintly: 
 
Derus: Where do you live? 
MK: House 47, with my relative. 
Derus: Oh. You are Singaporean? (he made no attempt to hide the despise 
in his voice) 
MK: Yes. 
(Derus walked away and the conversation ended) 
 
                                               
76 Datuk is an honorable title reserved for individuals who have contributed 
to the Malaysian society one way or another. Menteri translates to minister.  
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I have to emphasize that such overt expressions of disapproval were 
rare during the course of research although I would not be wrong to suggest 
that Malaysian citizens are quite concerned about the growing presence of 
Singaporeans and Singaporean owned businesses in Johor77. But generally, 
the kampung people were quite receptive of Singaporeans based on the 
observed interactions and interviews. I realized that the male retired 
migrants were most affected by what I perceive to be marginalization 
because the spaces in which they are expected to interact (with the rest of 
the kampung people) are highly politicized. As I have explained earlier, 
conversations in the surau and warung almost always veer towards 
Malaysian politics, automatically disqualifying the Singaporean men. The 
surau and warung are constructed as masculine spaces where political talk 
dominates. The notion of a politicized kampung should not at all be 
surprising since it was a fundamental aspect of Shamsul’s (1989) thesis. In 
his ethnographic study of Goffman-esque performance of political resistance 
in the urban kampung, Seng Guan Yeoh (2006:145) pointed out the specific 
spaces in which political talk manifests – namely the coffee shop, similar to 
the warung in this study. However, what these scholars did not point out 
was the gendered nature of political participation in the kampung. These 
would have a significant impact on the male retired migrants; as a group of 
individuals whose political participation have been restricted, the male 
retired migrants are excluded from these spaces. The absence of political 
talk in the activities engaged by the female retired migrants allow for a 
smoother integration into a very gender segregated kampung sphere. This is 
exactly why (as I had mentioned in the earlier section) female retired 
migrants in the kampung are much more active in securing resources 
through social capital projects. Despite their lack of participation, the men 
                                               
77 This issue was highlighted by the opposition party in the 2013 Malaysian 
elections. Former Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamed also voiced 
concern on the issue.   
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are not so much affected by this because the resources are also made 
available to them through their wives. 
 
6.11 Returns to Social Capital Projects 
I hinted earlier that social capital projects undertaken by the 
Singaporean activates the network of relations and trust in the kampung, 
providing them with resources. This is especially important in the absence of 
their children due to considerable distance because traditionally, it is the 
children who are expected to fulfill the economical, emotional and physical 
transfers to their elderly parents. Through social capital projects undertaken 
by the retired migrants, they are able to compensate for the loss of transfers 
with transfers brought about by the cultivated ties both weak and strong in 
the kampung. Bersembang, visits and other activities in the kampung afford 
the retired migrants a sense of emotional fulfillment through companionship 
for instance. In most cases, the aspect of physical transfers are provided on 
an everyday basis, usually by some people whom the elderly are very close 
to like members of their bersembang group. If the elderly are not able to 
travel to the surau for instance, the other kampung people would pick them 
up from their houses on cars or motorbikes and send them over. What is 
unique about this is the spontaneity of such processes. Quite a few times, 
while I was walking past the houses of Saodah and Salmah, I observed that 
anyone who passed by offered to send them to the surau even if they 
weren’t going to the surau themselves. 
 
In cases of emergency too, the neighbours would volunteer to send 
the elderly migrants to the hospital or the nearest clinic. There was one 
instance where Hashim was seriously ill. And his wife Salmah, aged 78, 
wasn’t able to attend to him. It was Mawar, Jo and Tipah who came over to 
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help Hashim. His wife told me that Hashim fell in the toilet and he was very 
weak. Mawar and Jo helped carry him and clean him up. Tipah then drove 
him to the nearest clinic to obtain medical treatment. The other kampung 
people also came over to visit the couple, providing advise and some 
traditional remedies. Another time, Omar had a small accident while on his 
motorcycle and fell into a ditch near the entrance of the kampung. Some 
concerned locals who happened to be passing by immediately drove him to 
the nearest clinic and even paid for his medical expenses because he had 
lost his wallet in the accident. While I visited him, Tok Din the kampung 
head and some other kampung men had dropped by to visit Omar before 
they went to the surau. 
 
“In the kampung, you are well looked after. There are always 
concerned people willing to help you. The semangat78 is there.” (local Tipah) 
 
This communitarian lifestyle is an important feature that my 
informants factored in when considering migration in addition to nostalgia. 
While nostalgia can be realized in Kampung Sri Makmur, the retirement 
migrant would also have to consider their elderly state and the fact that they 
live quite a distance away from their adult children who are based in 
Singapore. The retired migrants have to think of real issues like healthcare, 
mobility as well as physical capacity in allowing them to conduct their 
everyday lives. But of course, these decisions are easily made in the 
presence of migrant networks who provide prospective retirees the 
information regarding Kampung Makmur. The process of migration does not 
end after moving in to a new house in Kampung Makmur. Migrant 
integration continues as a necessary step in the lives of the retired migrants. 
                                               
78 Semangat directly translates to spirit. In this context, the kampung spirit 
is perceived as a unique cultural trait of kampung people where the 
communitarian lifestyle is emphasized.    
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This is why the social capital projects become even more important in the 
context of this particular retirement strategy. The purpose of engaging the 
kampung isn’t just to integrate per se. In engaging the kampung, the 
retirement migrants look to secure resources in the form of transfers on an 


























































7.1 Seeking Answers 
At the outset of this dissertation, I had intended to examine how a 
group of Singaporean Malay elderly who have migrated to Johor source for 
elder care and transfers at the everyday level where their children – the 
main sources of transfers for the elderly - are not usually around. The 
premise of this inquiry is based on the concept of intergenerational transfers 
in old age, specifically emotional and physical transfers. To recap, while 
material transfers such as financial contributions can be mitigated through 
remittance, emotional transfers in the form of regular visits as well as 
physical transfers in the form of physical aid require the children to be 
consistently present. This is a difficult ask considering the distance between 
Singapore and Kampung Makmur as well as other barriers such as the daily 
traffic congestion, which may take hours to get through. 
 
Apart from the question of securing eldercare, I was also curious as to 
why some of the informants took the risky path of buying houses in the 
‘illegal’ kampung settlement as opposed to legitimately owning houses 
associated with the burgeoning IM region. I found out that there were 
various reasons for doing so. One of it was the allure of a kampung life  
based on strong ties and intensive involvement in the community. Such a 
lifestyle  was explained by the elderly Singaporeans to be absent in the 
housing estates back in Singapore. But the main reasons were undoubtedly 
economic in nature; the relatively low cost of housing and low cost of living 
in Johor allowed my informants to maximize their retirement savings. For 
this group of retired migrants then, moving to Kampung Makmur was a 
rational choice given how they did not expect to maintain an acceptable 
retirement lifestyle with the little that they had in terms of savings living in 
Singapore. Optimistically then, I consider my research to be filling up the 
research gaps by examining a different income group as opposed to middle 
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to upper income group of seasonal migrants prevalent in the retirement 
migration literature (Gustafson 2001; McHugh and Mings 1996; Walters 
2000). It is also quite unique in a sense that it unveils the process of 
retirement migration outside of the conventional IM narrative (the legitimate 
retirement practices based in the more developed areas of Iskandar Malaysia 
like Nusajaya) and formal institutions typically found in studies on migration 
(Benson & O'Reilly 2009; Innes 2008). I believe that the practices of 
retirement outside of the conventional narrative deserve scrutiny because 1) 
they are usually invisible and 2) they present an alternatively rich data on 
the circumstances and strategies of elderly Singaporeans at the bottom of 
socioeconomic ladder. A key difference between conventional retirement 
migration practices and that in my study is that the former are able to 
depend on the support of migrant organizations like the JSCA should they 
require any form of assistance whereas the retirees in Kampung Makmur are 
not able to call on such resources due to their unique circumstances as I 
have explained in chapter six. 
 
As I had alluded to in the earlier paragraphs, my research revealed a 
rich background story to the practice of retirement migration beginning from 
the motivations of the retired migrants, to the complex system of integration 
through participation in formal and informal kampung activities. The retired 
migrants actively manage their network of relations in the new migrant 
setting through such integration practices - social capital projects - and the 
resultant relations provide them with emotional and physical transfers that 
were not otherwise available. But this does not in any way render their 
children irrelevant. While they can depend on the kampung people for 
companionship and physical assistance at the everyday level, intimacy at a 
distance (Izuhara and Shibata 2002) is still practiced. My informants tell me 
that their children do call them for a chat and although living quite far away, 
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I noticed throughout my study that they do ‘appear’, albeit infrequently, to 
visit their elderly parents in Kampung Makmur (Lunt 2009). 
 
There are a couple of ways to view the practice of retirement migration 
in Singapore. If I am right in anticipating its proliferation, it can be viewed 
as problematic by the Singapore government, what with its emphasis on the 
three generation family where grandparents play an important role in caring 
for grandchildren as illustrated in the first chapter. Teo et al.’s (2006:127) 
and Suriani Suratman’s (2001:7) study reveal that working couples with 
young children often prefer to leave their young children in their parents 
care while they go to work79. In the cultural practice of intergenerational 
transfers in the Singapore context, grandparents are often perceived as 
natural (if not complementary to child care institutions) caregivers for the 
grandchildren. Having the elderly retire in Malaysia can therefore be a major 
obstacle for such dual income couples, especially for those who cannot afford 
child care for their very young children and infants80. Yet I can understand 
why retiring in Johor Bahru is so attractive. The development of the Iskandar 
Malaysia region could not have come at a better time. Johor now provides a 
breadth of options for Singaporean retirees. From those who desire large 
houses with spacious gardens like in the Johor Leisure Farm, to quaint 
kampung houses with a tight knit community, Johor seems to have it all. Of 
course you would need the right kind of networks to be able to access the 
latter. 
 
If we viewed the situation of the elderly retired migrants in a more 
critical manner however, all are not necessarily well. I have gone through 
                                               
79 Suriani (2001) also revealed that it is usually the grandmother in the 
Malay family who is most affected by the child caring duties. 
80 Teo et al. (2006:27) explains that most childcare centers accept children 
who are at least 18 months old.  
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great pains to highlight the general organization and system of trust in 
Kampung Makmur which protects the interests of the elderly under the 
framework of social capital. But at the end of the day, this group of elderly 
remains vulnerable. The idea that retirement migration constitutes a search 
for an alternative lifestyle (Benson & O'Reilly 2009) is founded upon middle 
class practices and preferences, often obscuring retirement migration that is 
driven by economic considerations. In his study, Lee (2001) warned readers 
of the disadvantaged group of Malay elderly coming from a particular class 
and generation - those who lacked educational qualifications, low income 
jobs and little in the way of savings. They were especially disadvantaged 
when it came to employment.  My informants aged between 62-87, seem to 
fit this profile. To recap, I would say all of my informants held low income 
jobs prior to retirement and in fact for most of their lives. Some examples of 
the jobs are security guard, hawker center helper/cook, technician and some 
of the housewives even worked as child minders to make ends meet. Five 
out of the ten women have never worked before. For those who have 
worked before, they attributed their low level, low paying jobs to lack of 
educational qualifications. The men also explained that it was difficult for 
them to secure a job because they did not undergo national service, a 
problem highlighted by scholars such as Lily Rahim (1998) who studied the 
socioeconomic marginalization of Malays in Singapore. As a result, they were 
not able to save much for retirement. The only way they were able to raise 
funds for retirement was through selling their HDB flats and this was what all 
of my informants did.  As much as I am compelled to highlight the tenacity, 
initiative and agency of these retired migrants in Kampung Makmur, I should 
also turn my finger the other way and ask if the Singapore government and 
its accompanying institutions could do more to help such a group of elderly 
Malay retirees. Sure, the Singapore government always points out that these 
elderly retirees could always depend on their children for support. From the 
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figures for child parent contributions in my study however, I have reason to 
believe that their children might not be that well to do and are probably 
concerned with their own retirement in the future too. 
 
7.2 Revisiting Retirement Migration 
As covered earlier, most of what has already been written on 
retirement migration thus far has been exploratory and descriptive (Jones 
2008; McHugh and Mings 1996), covering trends (Benson & O'Reilly 2009; 
Howard 2008) the process of migration through networks (Boyd 1989; 
Iglicka 2001), motivations for retirement migration, the significance of 
formal migrant associations (Innes 2008) and the extent of migrant 
integration in the new retirement locales (Gustafson 2001; O'Reilly 2005). 
This thesis attempted to go further in trying to analyze retirement migration 
through the migrant network as well as the relevance of social capital as 
illustrated in the preceding chapters. I believe these concepts to be very 
relevant in capturing the unique socio cultural environment in the kampung 
as well as to closely examine the practice of integration by the Singaporean 
retired migrants. This is the main contribution of this thesis because it 
provides a guiding framework for social interaction and integration in 
settings devoid of migrant based institutional support unlike the retirees in 
O’Reilly’s (2005), Innes’ (2008) and Gustafson’s (2001) study81. Comparing 
these studies with mine, I posit that retired migrants would have little 
incentive to integrate into the local communities such as that exemplified in 
Kampung Makmur if they have access to resources provided by either 
migrant enclaves or formal organizations and institutions. Where such 
organizations are absent or the influence of the migrant population curtailed 
(due to political reasons) as the case in Kampung Makmur, the elderly 
                                               
81 In each of these studies, the elderly retirees are able to count on 
institutions specially established for migrants. 
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retired migrants have to integrate in the new locality and build new networks 
and relationships with the locals to facilitate access to physical and 
emotional transfers. The primary mode of research for this study, 
ethnography, is also one of its most important features. While the 
aforementioned studies on retirement migration (and in fact most of the 
studies of the elderly in the Singapore context) mostly contended with in 
depth interviews and surveys, the ethnographic approach allowed me as a 
researcher, to uncover the intricacies behind the banal every day in 
Kampung Makmur. Shopping, excursions, neighbourly interaction, gossiping, 
prayers, religious classes and coffee shop talk; these are the daily practices 
of migrants and locals which afforded me a rare glimpse to understand how 
identity, membership and meanings attached to practices and places in the 
kampung are continuously reworked and negotiated especially for the elderly 
migrants. The rich data have in turn pointed me to the use of conceptual 
frameworks such as migrant networks and social capital as heuristic devices 
to better comprehend the phenomenon of retirement migration and its 
nuances. 
 
7.3 Bringing the Kampung back to Singapore? 
The very idea of living in a communitarian environment such as the 
kampung seems an interesting and attractive proposition to apply in the 
Singapore context. Of course, we can dismiss the state’s recent 
appropriations of kampung to fit its ‘minimalist’ stand82; the expectation is 
that such a model of society would need little welfare intervention owing to 
the positive effects of social capital. Still, this is an admirable goal. For one, 
a kampung style social environment is seemingly self contained, providing 
leisure and care avenues through networks for the elderly retired migrants. 
                                               
82 I use the term minimalist to characterize the state’s stand in providing 




This conducive environment is borne out of a synthesis of strong cultural 
beliefs which exhort respect for the elderly as well as a norms of reciprocity 
and exchange I had illustrated in chapter six. 
 
It is not surprising therefore to see the Singapore government pulling 
all stops to encourage this kampung model, with the latest incarnation of its 
efforts being a joint Housing Development Board and National University of 
Singapore  project looking to improve on the designs of housing estates to 
revive the kampung spirit of old (Qiuyi 2013). The aim is to design more 
spaces that would encourage people to get out of their front doors and 
interact with others in the neighbourhood. In turn, this would contribute to a 
more neighbourly community that would be conducive for the elderly. I do 
question whether such a model will work in Singapore context. The kampung 
style community as scholars such as Chua (1994) would argue, goes beyond 
spatial reconfiguration. In his examination of the kampung discourse in the 
Singapore context, Chua (1994:7) explains that the kampung is 
memorialized as a place with: 
 
“...a ‘relaxed’ pace of life, of communitarian cooperation and happy 
days in spite of material privation.” (italicized emphasis mine) 
 
Sharifah Hamzah (2011), a Malay Singaporean scholar who spent her 
childhood in Kampung Sembawang corroborates this depiction of the 
kampung as a communitarian endeavour in her monograph of old kampongs 
in Singapore. In a kampung, people were usually close knit, everyone knew 
each other, looked out for each other and helped each other when necessary 
(Chua 1994; Sharifah 2011). Such a belief and lifestyle was found in Malay 
and Chinese kampungs in Singapore’s past (Rebecca 2001; Chua 1997; 
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Sharifah 2011)83. The kampung is therefore quite unique because it has a 
set of governing norms and rules which are distinctly communitarian in 
nature. Similarly, the people in Kampung Makmur were actively involved in 
community affairs and activities be it formal or informal, with all of them 
enmeshed in an extensive web of relations as I have sought to describe in 
this thesis. Commitment to the idea of the kampung and its accompanying 
lifestyle is paramount in ensuring that such a model community works. 
Whether or not the kampung spirit can be artificially manufactured through 
the manipulation of spaces in the Singapore context is therefore 
questionable. 
 
Furthermore, while some may find the idea of the kampung to be 
appealing, others might find such a model of community to restrict their 
liberties, what with the imposing rules and norms. The informants in this 
study were quite happy to embrace the norms and rules in Kampung 
Makmur and this may have to do with their life history too.  As mentioned in 
the earlier chapters, all of my informants lived through the kampung era in 
Singapore. We may draw parallels with the British informants in Innes’ 
(2008) study, who were looking for a piece of ‘historical Britain’ (ibid:24) in 
Malta84. Hence, the ‘generational characteristics’ or perhaps life history of 
the migrants might be worth looking at when examining the choice of 
retirement destination; this of course in addition to characteristics like 
retirement savings and income level before retirement. 
                                               
83 The kampungs were not purely Chinese or Malay in nature. They were as 
always the case in a multi cultural context, mixed. But the kampungs were 
predominantly Malay and/or predominantly Chinese. Not much about an 
Indian kampung has been written.  
84 What the informants in Innes (2008:24) study described as attributes of 
historical Britain were the relaxed lifestyle, the close relationships with 
neighbours and community as well as the sense of hospitality they believed 
no longer existed in Britain then. 
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7.4 One Last Look 
Before I finished writing my thesis, I had actually gone back to the 
kampung to visit some people there. It was mid 2013 and things have 
changed quite a bit. The process of formalization I said the kampung was 
going through continued. Many of the local’s houses it seems, had gotten 
titles to their plot of land. There was however some unsettling news relating 
to my informants. It seemed that none of them had gotten the titles to their 
homes despite the proxy ownership system Tok Din took great pains to 
establish. The elderly Singaporeans seemed unperturbed, having explained 
to me that Tok Din had personally assured them of their right to stay. A 
quick check with Tok Din confirmed this. Sadly, he also told me that he can 
no longer arrange for new Singaporean migrants in the kampung since the 
authorities have already caught on to this illicit practice. This agreement was 
a result of intense discussions and negotiations with the Land Office. The 
content of the negotiations were not revealed to me. Tok Din explained that 
he would not have minded to continue receiving Singaporeans in the 
kampung: 
 
“If they are as good and unproblematic like the current group of 
Singaporeans, I don’t see why not. Even though you are Singaporeans, we 
more or less have the same beliefs and values. We are after all Malay. Orang 
Kampung at heart.” (Tok Din) 
 
There are several ways to comprehend this statement. Firstly, the 
term ‘unproblematic’ implies the need for Singaporeans to be properly 
behaved and conform to the rules inside the kampung. This I have discussed 
quite extensively in the previous chapters. Secondly but no less important is 
the fact that as much as Tok Din wants to accommodate Singaporeans in the 
kampung, his hands are somewhat tied. Ultimately, what I feel we are 
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witnessing here is the inevitable domination of the nostalgic kampung (as 
imagined by the Singaporean elderly) by the administrative kampung as 
enforced by the Johor state bureaucracy (Shamsul 1991). The formalization 
of Kampung Makmur marks its official entrance into the IM narrative - where 
it was a mere squatter, a pocket of kampung haven in the midst of south 
Johor’s rapid development, it would soon be recognized as a formal 
kampung, with the state bureaucratic apparatus bearing down even harder 
on the previously laissez faire system managed by Tok Din and his band of 
kampung committee members. The implications on retirement migration in 
Kampung Makmur is quite clear in this scenario. The migrant network would 
collapse since one of its important facilitators, Tok Din, would have been 
constrained by stricter policing and implementation of law. More crucially, 
the avenue for retiring in a very affordable kampung setting as opposed to 
the (minimum) RM500,000 houses such as those on Leisure Farm, Bukit 
Indah and Ledang Heights, would cease to exist. The marginal would have to 
give way for the more conventional forms of retirement migration set in the 
expensive terraces and bungalows of Nusajaya where most of the prime 
properties are being developed. This new batch of retired migrants may 
have different motivations and lifestyles compared to that I have examined. 
Diana Ser’s (2013) documentary for example, points out the emerging 
pattern of relatively wealthier pre-retirees between 40 to 50 years of age 
comprising of Singaporeans and even expatriates working in Singapore, who 
buy Johor homes for weekend getaways but also with the aim of settling 
there upon retirement. Future research comparing the characteristics and 
motivations of retirement migration between such environments would yield 
some kind of answer to the question for generational and possibly even class 
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